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Management Summary
As the multi-media revolution is starting to take off, the demand for high-capacity wide area
networks is expected to grow accordingly. The broad-band Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(SOH) and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network technologies can meet this de
mand. Both nationally and internationally, various people and organisations show an interest
in these technologies.

The SOH offers highly reliable, high volume, high speed interconnection services. An SOH
network may serve as a backbone network for network operators and service providers. ATM
offers a more flexible information transfer capability than SOH. The transfer capacity can be
varied dynamically according to the need of an application. ATM is generally accepted as the
transfer mode for Broadband-ISDN. ATM services may be provided to both business and
residential end-users.

Thus, the SOH may serve as a backbone network for an ATM service provider. Nowadays,
there is a trend towards separating the responsibilities of the different business segments in
the chain towards the end-user. An SOH network operator delivers its highly reliable, high
volume, high speed interconnection services to a variety of (ATM) service providers that use
these services to provide their own services to their own customers. The SOH network opera
tor and the ATM service provider may be separate entities within the same company, or be
long to different companies.

As a consequence, the SOH network operator and the ATM service provider each have their
own management organisations, that will have to co-operate and communicate to operate
efficiently and effectively. This reports attempts to identify and describe the management
relations and exchanges between co-operating management organisations of SOH and ATM
networks. A number of scenarios have been defined, describing different implementations of
SOH-based ATM networks. The influence of the different scenarios on the management rela
tions and exchanges will also be investigated.

This report investigates, compares, and applies the latest developments in Telecommunica
tions Management. It also attempts to keep the results of the research applicable to a variety
of management relations between so-called client-server networks in network operator
service provider relations, such as SOH and ATM. It does so by defining a general manage
ment framework, separating what is to be managed from how it is to be managed. This man
agement framework is filled in, and a number of management services are defined that illus
trate the usage and the applicability of the management framework for the SDH-ATM rela
tionship.

It can be concluded that the management framework, formally separating the management of
SOH and ATM, and management functionality in this report support all three scenarios, and
that they are also applicable to general client-server network combinations. The management
framework is an important prerequisite for the successful operation of an SOH-based ATM
network. The proposed detailed management view a client will have of the server's opera
tion, that will probably be dictated by future market developments, is shown to be feasible,
and a contribution has been made to the separation of service management and network
management.

Finally, the report identifies deficiencies in what is needed to realise the management frame
work and services, and recommends subjects for further study. It is recommended that the
internationally standardised management libraries for network and service management are
extended before implementing the SDH-ATM management relation, using the results in this
report as input.

vii



1. Introduction
This chapter will give an introduction to management of SDH-based ATM net
works. First, a description is given of telecommunications management and the
TMN and ODMA concepts. Further, some notes on SDH and ATM are included.
This results in a project description for the co-ordinated management of SDH and
ATM networks. The organisation of this report concludes this chapter.

1.1 Telecommunications Management
Telecommunications management involves the planning, provisioning, installation, mainte
nance, operation and administration of telecommunication networks and services. Good tele
communications management is a key success factor in today's telecommunications business.
It allows a service provider to distinguish itself from its competitors by offering more high
quality services that meet the customer's need, more quickly and more cost effectively. It al
lows a service provider to focus on its customers and their needs, and offer both ready-to
wear and tailor-made solutions at a satisfactory price. The key to meeting this challenge is
effective management - management of the network, management of services, and manage
ment of relationships with providers and customers. Automation of management activities
makes possible higher levels of accuracy and responsiveness at lower cost. A management
organisation that is open to extension and open to communication with management organi
sations of both providers and customers has the flexibility necessary to quickly adapt to
changing circumstances. Today's telecommunications market is not only characterised by
competition, but also by co-operation between network operators and service providers, that
are forming alliances to better serve the customer's needs by taking end-to-end responsibility.
The ability to integrate the management organisations of the partners in an alliance will prove
to be a critical success factor. Telecommunications businesses that do not meet this challenge,
will be surpassed by (and lose market share to) those who do.

The Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) concept supports the flexibility and
automation requirements mentioned in the first paragraph. The basic concept behind TMN is
to provide an organised architecture to achieve the interconnection between various types of
management systems and telecommunication equipment, possibly belonging to different or
ganisations, for the exchange and distributed processing of management information. In
TMN, OSI Management principles are applied to telecommunications management. The
management system is the unit of distribution. Management systems are interconnected by
interfaces. Management information is communicated over these interfaces using standard
ised protocols. The management information itself is also standardised, and by modelling it
using Object Oriented (00) techniques, a working level of compatibility is ensured both be
tween different versions from one vendor and implementations by different vendors. This
makes TMN truly an open system that preserves investment.

However, TMN is not the ultimate solution, and ideas on management are evolving to an
architecture that is more flexible, as TMN has a rather static structure of management systems
interconnected by interfaces. The Open Distributed Management Architecture (OOMA) takes the
concepts of TMN one step further. OOMA provides an architecture for the specification and
development of standards and systems both for management as an open distributed application
and of the management of open distributed applications. In OOMA, systems are specified
along the five Open Distributed Processing (OOP) viewpoints using Object Oriented descrip
tion methods. In TMN, the unit of distribution is the management system, that is connected to
other management systems using standardised interfaces. In OOMA, the unit of distribution
is an actual object from one of the OOP viewpoints, that interacts with the other objects. In
this report, the advantages and disadvantages of the added flexibility will also be identified.

1
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In chapter 3, the concepts of telecommunications management, TMN and ODMA will be
elaborated further.

1.2 SOH and ATM
SDH and ATM are two relatively new digital transmission techniques, both regarded to be
candidates for implementation of the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B
ISDN), more commonly referred to as the electronic highway. In this section, a limited de
scription will be given of both transmission techniques. A more comprehensive description
will be given in chapter 3.

1.2.1 Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) is a standardised, hierarchical set of digital trans
mission structures, capable of accommodating a large number of information transmission
needs (e.g., ATM cell transmission). It intends to provide a specification for taking advantage
of the high-speed digital transmission capability of optical fibre. The SDH offers a limited
number of reliable high speed, fixed rate, point-to-point transmission capabilities.

The SDH offers several advantages over the Pleisiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) now
widely in service, including simplified multiplexing/demultiplexing techniques, direct access
to lower speed tributaries (as opposed to having to demultiplex the entire high speed signal),
enhanced management capabilities, and easy evolution to higher bit rates.

1.2.2 Asynchronous Transfer Mode
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) offers a transfer capability common to all services,
that is more flexible than SDH's. ATM is generally accepted as the transfer mode for Broad
band-ISDN. ATM is a packet-oriented transfer mode that uses asynchronous time division
multiplexing techniques. The multiplexed information flow is organised into blocks of fixed
size called cells. Because of the asynchronous nature of the ATM network it can accommo
date not only constant bit rate (CBR) connections of arbitrary rate, but also variable bit rate
(VBR) connections, up to the network speed. Within limits, the rate at which cells are being
offered to the network can be varied dynamically according to the need of the application.
The ArM cell size is fixed because of the sensitivity to cell delay variation of some services
and the higher switching efficiency. The size of 53 octets is a compromise between transmis
sion efficiency (overhead ratio) and packaging delay for low rate applications.

1.2.3 Introduction of SDH and ATM into Public Networks
ATM cells can be transported using a cell-based transmission scheme, in which ATM cells are
transmitted directly on a physical transmission medium. It is also possible to embed the ATM
cells in the transmission structure of another transmission technique, e.g. SDH. In that case,
ATM cells and ATM functions will only be accessible at the end-points of the underlying
SDH connections. The intermediate transmission structures and functions will be entirely
SDH. In this report, the usage of SDH-based ATM networks will be investigated from a man
agement point of view.

This report introduces three scenarios according to which SDH-based ATM can be imple
mented in public networks (see Figure 1):

1. ATM nodes are interconnected by separate SDH link connections, dedicated to one ATM
service provider;

2. ATM nodes are interconnected by SDH connections provided by an SDH network (SDH
connections are routed through SDH nodes), that provides SDH services to one ATM
service provider;

Management of SDH-based AIM Networks
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3. ATM nodes are interconnected by SDH connections provided by an SDH network, that
provides SDH services to a variety of customers.

® ATMnode

~ wffi"'~
[I] SDHnode

SDHlink

(1) (2) (3) Concatenation of
SDH links & nodes

Figure 1 Introduction Scenarios of ATM and SDH

In all cases, the SDH and ATM equipment can be owned by (separate entities within) one
company or by separate companies. The first scenario is not a very interesting one, as only
limited use is made of SDH functionality. The difference between cell-based and SDH-based
ATM transmission is negligible: there is little need for a separate management organisation
for the SDH equipment. All management functionality can be incorporated in the ATM man
agement organisation. In all scenarios, ATM services will be provided to customers. How
ever, scenario 3 also allows SDH services to be provided to more than one customer, such as
multiple ATM network operators, and other broad-band service providers.

Table 1 compares the ATM and SDH networks and technologies for a number of properties.
More details will be provided in the rest of this report.

Table 1 ATM-SDH Relationships

Property ATM SDH
role service provider network operator

client server
market retail wholesale

transfer mode asynchronous synchronous
packet switched circuit switched

variable rate fixed rate

1.3 Assignment Description
In case of SDH-based ATM networks, the management systems of SDH and ATM will have
to co-operate and communicate to provide ATM services to customers. The considerations
mentioned above, lead to the following assignment description:

The assignment consists of identifying and describing the management relations and
exchanges between co-operating management systems of SDH and ATM networks.
This will be done for management systems based on TMN concepts and for manage
ment systems based on ODMA concepts. A number of scenarios have been defined,
describing different implementations of SDH-based ATM networks. The influence of
the different scenarios on the management relations and exchanges will also be in
vestigated.

The approach taken for the assignment is described in the next chapter.

for internal use only at KPN and TUE
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1.4 Organisation of this Report
The organisation of this report is as follows:

• Chapter 2 will describe the approach taken for the assignment. The structuring prin
ciples, representing three dimensions along which the assignment will be ap
proached, will be highlighted. The activities are taken from basic object oriented
software engineering, and describe the steps that have subsequently been taken to
complete the assignment.

• In chapter 3, an analysis will be made of telecommunications management, SOH,
ATM, and a number of topics related to SOH-based ATM networks. In the first sec
tion telecommunications management will be discussed. Items covered are TMN,
OOMA, and base organisational models, which describe a framework for co
operation between managed networks. A more detailed analysis of SOH and ATM
will be given in the next two sections. Details of SOH-based ATM networks are lo
cated in the last section, in which the generic network model, OAM in SOH-based
ATM networks, and the quality of service concept will be described. In this section, a
number of choices are made that influence the rest of the assignment.

• Chapter 4 focuses on the management framework: it first proposes the management
view ATM management will have of the SOH network and services, describing what
SOH will offer to ATM. The proposed organisational model for SOH-based ATM
networks, which describes the framework for co-operation between the management
systems of the SOH and ATM network, describes how it will be offered.

• Chapter 5 discusses the requirements that have been identified for an SOH-based
ATM network that uses the management framework proposed in the previous chap
ter. First the requirements for an x reference point between the management net
works will be listed. The next section lists the functional requirements for the five OSI
management functional areas and requirements for the support of the planning and
provisioning processes.

• In chapter 6, a specification will be given of management services, service components,
and functions, according to the M.3020 methodology, that satisfy the functional re
quirements of the previous chapter. The first section highlights service management
services, the second section network management functions. The usage of the man
agement services, components and functions will be illustrated by an example sce
nario in the last section.

• Chapter 7 starts with generic object models derived from the management frame
work, requirements and specification, according to the Object Modelling Technique
(OMT) by James Rumbaugh et al. In the next section, TMN Managed Objects that
model the network and service reference points between the SOH and ATM Man
agement Networks are derived from these, according to the Guidelines for the Defi
nition of Managed Objects (GOMO). Finally, the management systems are specified
along three OOMA viewpoints, the most important of which is the computational
model.

• Finally, chapter 8 contains some conclusions and recommendations.

Management of SDH-based AIM Networks



2. Approach
In this chapter, the approach taken for the assignment will be described. The struc
turing principles, representing three dimensions along which the assignment will be
approached, will be highlighted. The activities are taken from basic object oriented
software engineering, and describe the steps that have subsequently been taken to
complete the assignment.

2.1 Structuring Principles
The problem of identifying the management relations and exchanges will be approached
along three dimensions, that represent common ways of structuring management func
tionality:

1. the TMN Logical Layered Architecture, with emphasis on network and service man
agement;

2. the OSI Management Functional Areas, with emphasis on fault, configuration and
performance management;

3. strategic, tactical and operational management levels, with emphasis on operational
management.

This approach results in a management cube, shown in Figure 2, with the grey areas indicat
ing the emphasis of the assignment.

BM

SM

NM

NEM

F CAP

•
OSI Functional areas

Logical Layered
Architecture

Figure 2 Management Cube

The following sub-sections describe the three dimensions mentioned above.

2.1.1 Logical Layered Architecture
TMN introduces a Logical Layered Architecture (LLA) that structures management activities
according to a number of levels of abstraction. However, the use of the LLA will not be re
stricted to management networks based on the TMN principle. Management networks based
on ODMA principles can also be structured using the LLA. In TMN, management systems
are assigned to the different layers, in ODMA the individual objects are positioned in the dif
ferent layers. Reference points will exist at the boundaries of different layers, and between
management domains, enabling management interaction between the layers (systems or ob
jects in different layers).
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The top-down layering defined for the LLA is described in the following list:

business management layer (BM) The business management layer has responsibility for
the total enterprise and is the layer at which agreements between operators are made.
It normally carries out goal setting tasks rather than goal achievement tasks, and is
part of the overall management of the enterprise.

service management layer (8M) Service management is concerned with, and responsible
for, the contractual aspects of services being provided to customers or available to
potential customers. It provides the basic point of contact with customers for all serv
ice transactions, including service provisioning, billing, and fault reporting.

network management layer (NM) Network Management is responsible for the manage
ment of all network elements, both individually and as a set. It maintains the network
view of all network elements within its domain, and co-ordinates management ac
tivities across the network.

network element management layer (NEM) The network element management layer
manages each network element on an individual basis and supports an abstraction of
the functions provided by the element layer. Element managers in this layer are in
dividually responsible for some sub-set of related network elements (e.g. same sup
plier, same type).

network element layer (NE) The network element layer provides the management func
tionality that is incorporated in the network elements themselves to higher layers.
The network element layer is not a part of TMN.

The emphasis is on the network and service management levels, because research on these
levels is currently being initiated in international standardisation programs; research on the
lower levels has reached its final stage for a number of network technologies.

2.1.2 OSI Management Functional Areas
Management functionality has been categorised by OSI into five management functional ar
eas (FCAPS):

fault management (F) Fault management encompasses fault detection, isolation and the
correction of abnormal operation of services, networks, and network elements.

configuration management (C) Configuration management identifies, exercises control
over, collects data from and provides data to systems for the purpose of preparing
for, initialising, starting, providing for the continuous operation of, and terminating
interconnection services.

accounting management (A) Accounting management enables charges to be established
for the use of resources.

performance management (P) Performance management enables the behaviour of re
sources and the effectiveness of communication activities to be evaluated.

security management (8) Security management is responsible for the security services of
fered by the managed networks, e.g. encryption, and notification of violation of in
formation, service or network integrity.

The emphasis is on the fault, configuration, and performance functional areas, because these
are most needed to offer communication services. The accounting principles that will be ap
plied for the new service offerings have not stabilised yet, so it does not make much sense to
define management services that will support these principles. The offering of security serv
ices to clients is still in an early stage of development, and security management for internal
purposes is also left for further study.

Management of SDH-based ATM Networks
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2.1.3 Management Levels
Management functionality can be categorised into the following three management levels,
with decreasing time span and increasing detail:

strategic management (8) At the strategic management level, long term (3-5 years) deci
sions are taken. The following activities are carried out: determining the direction of
the company by assessing the technological developments and communication need
of (potential) customers, and determining the optimal shape of the (management) or
ganisation to reach its goals, guided by an information, automation, and communi
cation plan. An example of strategic management is a decision to offer ATM services
using an SOH backbone network.

tactical management (T) At the tactical management level, medium term (1-2 years) de
cisions are taken. The strategic guidelines (plans) are implemented, e.g. by planning
the building or modification of the infrastructure, and setting procedures, service
levels, and quality standards. An example of tactical management is a management
framework for co-operative SOH-ATM management.

operational management (0) At the operational management level, the networks and
services are managed on a day-to-day basis. This includes monitoring and maintain
ing the correct operation of the infrastructure, and managing customer service re
quests and complaints. An example of operational management is using a particular
SOH service, interconnecting ATM nodes.

The emphasis is on the operational management level, because the Management Network
concept is now predominantly applied in applications at this level, especially in the lower
layers of the logical layered architecture.

2.2 Activities
This section describes the activities and the relationships between the steps that will subse
quently be taken to complete the assignment. The activities are taken from basic object ori
ented software engineering.

2.2.1 Analysis
In the analysis phase, a detailed analysis will be made of those parts of Telecommunications
Management, SOH, ATM, and SOH-based ATM that are relevant for the assignment.

2.2.2 Management Framework
Based on the analysis, a management framework will be designed, detailing the guiding
principles of the associated transmission and management services an SOH network shall
offer an ATM operator, and specifying how these (management) services shall be offered. The
principles will lead to the definition of a management view, specifying how much of the in
ternal SOH operation will be visible from the ATM level. An organisational model will be
proposed specifying how the SOH and ATM management systems shall be interconnected.
The impact of the scenarios will be described.

2.2.3 Requirements
In the next phase, requirements will be put on management of SOH-based ATM networks
that are based on the management framework defined earlier. Some general requirements
will be formulated, related to the interconnection of the systems in the organisational model.
For the five OSI management functional areas, requirements on the functionality that shall be
offered between the SOH and ATM management systems will be defined. From this phase
onwards, it has been decided to abstract from the different scenarios by carefully choosing

for internal use only at KPN and rUE
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the requirements that are applicable to all scenarios. It will be shown that satisfying these re
quirements is both necessary and sufficient for all scenarios.

2.2.4 Specification
In the specification phase, the functional requirements of the previous phase will be made
explicit by the definition of a number of management services. The TMN interface specifica
tion methodology [8], a methodology for describing functional and protocol specifications for
TMN interfaces, will be used. This report focuses on the preparation of TMN functional specifi
cations rather than protocol specifications, based on user requirements. The functional specifi
cation will be described as management services, management service components, and
management functions. Management messages and managed objects will be derived from
these. In this phase the choice has been made to concentrate on the most interesting manage
ment services, due to the amount of work that would result when all functionality were to be
covered. The TMN interface specification methodology distinguishes the following manage
ment entities:

management service A management service provides for the support of operations, ad
ministration, and maintenance of the managed network in a particular area of man
agement activity (e.g. access provisioning).

management service component A management service component is a constituent part
of a management service stating the requirements for actions to be performed on the
managed network.

management function A management function is the smallest part of a management
service as perceived by the user of the service. It consists of request, indication, re
sponse, and confirm sequences. It will generally be implemented as a sequence of ac
tions on (managed) objects.

2.2.5 Object Design
In the final phase, object design, object models will be designed using three different meth
odologies. One of the objectives of the assignment was to make a comparison of the TMN and
ODMA paradigms. The object design phase is the phase where the paradigms start to di
verge. In the first model the Object Modelling Technique (OMT) [18] description method will
be used, a general object oriented technique that can be used to specify any system. This ge
neric model forms the basis of object models defined subsequently. The second model con
tains TMN managed objects that are specified according to the Guidelines for the Definition
of Managed Objects (GDMO), an object oriented technique specially designed for the specifi
cation of management interfaces. Libraries of standard managed objects, published by inter
national standardisation organisations, are available that can be used when designing man
agement applications, enabling interworking of management systems based on these librar
ies. The TMN interface specification methodology [8L a methodology for describing func
tional and protocol specifications for TMN interfaces, can be applied throughout the design
process. In the third model, the management systems will be specified along three Open Dis
tributed Management Architecture (ODMA) viewpoints. ODMA does not impose a particular
object oriented description language. No guidelines, design methodologies, tools, or libraries
guiding the design process are available yet.

2.2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
In the final phase, some conclusions will be drawn and recommendations made. Some con
clusions pertain to the scenarios, others to the TMN and ODMA paradigms. Finally, taking
into account the progress made during the assignment and the completeness of the manage
ment framework, requirements, specifications, and object models, some recommendations for
further (research) effort will be formulated.

Management of SDH-based ATM Networks



3. Analysis
In this chapter, an analysis will be made of telecommunications management, SDH,
ATM, and a number of topics related to SDH-based ATM networks. In the first sec
tion telecommunications management will be discussed. Items covered are TMN,
ODMA, and base organisational models, which describe a framework for co
operation between managed networks. A more detailed analysis of SDH and ATM
will be given in the next two sections. Details of SDH-based ATM networks are lo
cated in the last section, in which the generic network model, OAM in SDH-based
ATM networks, and the quality of service concept will be described. In this section, a
number ofchoices are made that influence the rest of the assignment..

3.1 Telecommunications Management
In this section, the telecommunications management concepts of TMN and ODMA will be
further elaborated. Base organisational models, which describe a framework for co-operation
between managed networks, will also be covered.

3.1.1 Telecommunications Management Network
To promote interoperability between management systems (both within and between opera
tor organisations) the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) [7] concept has
been defined. The objective for the TMN specifications is to provide a framework for tele
communications management. By introducing the concept of generic network models (see
section 3.4.1) for management, it is possible to perform general management of diverse
equipment using generic information models and standard interfaces.

Within TMN there are three basic aspects that can be considered separately when planning
and designing a TMN. These three aspects, that together form the TMN framework, are:

• the TMN functional architecture;

• the TMN information architecture;

• the TMN physical architecture.

The functional architecture describes the appropriate distribution of functionality within the
TMN. It defines function blocks and reference points between function blocks. The information
architecture, based on an object-oriented approach, applies the Open Systems Interconnection
(051) systems management principles to the TMN principles. The physical architecture de
scribes realisable interfaces and physical components that make up the TMN.

TMN Functional Architecture

A TMN provides the means to transport and process information related to the management
of telecommunications networks. The TMN functional architecture is based on a number of
TMN function blocks. The function blocks provide the TMN general functions that enable a
TMN to perform TMN management functions. Pairs of TMN function blocks are separated
by reference points, over which management information is communicated. An example of the
TMN functional architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.

9
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Function Blocks

A number of function blocks have been defined for TMN. The most important function blocks
are listed below.

network element function (NEF) block The NEF is a functional block that communicates
with the TMN for the purpose of being monitored and/or controlled. The NEF pro
vides access to telecommunications and support functions that are required by the
telecommunications network being managed that are present in the network ele
ments.

operations system function (OSF) block The OSF processes information related to tele
communications management for the purpose of monitoring, co-ordination, and
controlling telecommunications and management functions (provided by a NEF or
another OSF).

Reference Points

In order to delineate function blocks, the concept of a reference point is introduced. Reference
points define service boundaries between two management function blocks. The purpose of
reference points is to identify the information passing between function blocks. The two refer
ence point classes distinguished in this report are listed below.

q3 The q3 reference points are located between NEF and OSF function blocks or OSF en
OSF function blocks within one TMN.

x The x reference point is located between OSF functions blocks in different TMNs.

Figure 3 TMN Functional Architecture

TMN Information Architecture

The TMN information models uses an object-oriented approach for transaction oriented in
formation exchanges, by applying the OSI management principles to the TMN principles.

OSI Systems Management

OSI systems management [10] provides mechanisms for the control, co-ordination, and
monitoring of resources within the OSI environment and OSI protocol standards for com
municating information pertinent to those resources. In a management relation existing be
tween two open systems, the managing open system takes the manager role, the managed
open system the agent role. The interactions between manager and agent are realised through
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the exchange of management information. This communication is accomplished using OSI
protocols. In order to describe management operations on resources in the OSI environment,
the resources are viewed as managed objects with defined properties.

The systems management concept has a number of aspects that can be considered separately:

• information aspects;

• communication aspects;

• organisational aspects.

The information model introduces the concept of managed objects. A managed object is the
OSI management view of a resource that is subject to management, such as a layer entity, a
connection or an item of physical communications equipment. Thus, a managed object is the
abstraction of such a resource that represents its properties as seen by (and for the purpose
of) management. An essential part of the definition of a managed object is the relationship
between these properties and the operational behaviour of the resource. A managed object is
defined by its attributes, operations and notifications. The general OSI communication service
for systems management is CMIS. It supports the communication of the management op
erations and notifications applicable to managed objects. However, different functions re
quire different communication services, so certain management functions may require a
service other than CMIS (e.g. a file-oriented service). The organisational aspects describe the
distributed nature of OSI management. It introduces concepts as the manager-agent roles and
(administration of) management domains.

Managed Objects

A managed object is the abstract OSI management view of a resource that is subject to man
agement. A managed object is characterised by its attributes (properties), actions
(management operations), notifications (information concerning the occurrence of an event
associated with a managed object), and behaviour (e.g. circumstances under which notifica
tions will be emitted, or the response to management operations, etc.). The behaviour is in
formally described in natural language. Relationships between managed objects are often
described in the informal behaviour description.

Managed objects are defined according to Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects
(GOMO) [11]. GOMO specifies rules (guidelines) for inheritance and naming, notational con
ventions, and rules for the use of attribute types, operations, and notifications.

[9] and [13] provide generic network information models, using GOMO, as real management
interoperability across standardised interfaces requires objects that are not only specified ac
cording to the same rules, but also using the same syntax and semantics. Through specialisa
tion, this ITU Recommendation and ETSI European Telecommunication Standard are appli
cable to technology-specific TMN information models, such as SOH and ATM. The mecha
nism for specialisation is inheritance.

Manager/Agent

For a specific management situation, the management processes will take on one of two pos
sible roles.

manager role The part of the distributed application that issues management operations di
rectives and receives notifications.

agent role The part of the application process that manages the associated managed objects.
The role of the agent will be to respond to directives issued by a manager. It will also reflect
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to the manager a view of these objects and emit notifications reflecting the behaviour of these
objects. Figure 4 shows the interaction between manager, agent and objects.

managing open
system

managed open system

managed objects

manager

operations
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notifications
4

agent

performs
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4

o 0
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Figure 4 Interaction between Manager, Agent and Objects

TMN Physical Architecture
The TMN functional architecture is the basis for the TMN physical architecture. Function
blocks are mapped into building blocks, that may contain one or more function blocks. Refer
ence points translate to interfaces, that are physical realisations of the reference points. The
physical architecture has the same look as the functional architecture.

Building Blocks

The Operations System (OS) is the system that performs OSFs. The Network Element (NE) is
composed of telecommunications equipment and support equipment and performs NEFs.

Interlaces

The Q3 interface is applied at the q3 reference point, and the X interface is applied at the x
reference point. The Q3 and X interfaces are distinguished primarily by the information they
carry.

3.1.2 Open Distributed Management Architecture
The Open Distributed Management Architecture (ODMA) is still in an early stage of devel
opment. The ISO/lEe document that introduces ODMA [14] has the status of 'Working
Draft', meaning that it is open for review and comment. Many issues are still unresolved. In
this report, a first attempt will be made to apply the ODMA principles to the assignment, and
make a comparison between the methods and the results of the TMN and ODMA paradigms.

ODMA provides an architecture for the specification of standards and systems for distributed
management, based on the Open Distributed Processing (ODP) concept. The ODP Reference
Model [12] gives a framework for describing a complete distributed system, by suggesting
systems analysis along five, loosely to strongly related, viewpoints. Each viewpoint may util
ise Object Oriented description methods, but ODP does not prescribe specific description
methods. This sub-section presents an overview of which aspects of ODMA are described in
which viewpoint. ODMA also shows how the OSI management concepts can be re-used and
how OSI management functionality can be realised in a distributed environment.

Enterprise Viewpoint

The enterprise viewpoint provides a description of the requirements and the objectives the
environment imposes on the system to be designed. Within the ODMA context, it should de
scribe the requirements on the management services that need to be offered by a distributed
management system. This description can be done in an informal way.
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Information Viewpoint
The information viewpoint describes the information, relevant to the application (e.g. man
agement services), that is processed and exchanged within the distributed system. It takes
into account the requirements and objectives outlined in the enterprise specification. The fo
cus of the information viewpoint is information modelling. The description can be done in
any, preferably object-oriented, notational technique. In this report, the Object Modelling
Technique (OMT) by Rumbaugh will be used, but GDMO is also an option.

Computational Viewpoint
The computational viewpoint describes the objects within a distributed system and their in
teractions. In the computational viewpoint, a distributed application consists of a collection of
interacting objects. A computational object provides, through an operational interface, a set of
services that can be used by other objects. The operational interfaces are the unit of distribu
tion.

The computational viewpoint should specify:

• between which computational objects the operational interfaces are located;

• at which interfaces the information, modelled in the information viewpoint, is visible.

The operational interface specification requires the representation of message exchanges be
tween objects. These exchanges are characterised by operations, notifications and get-sets on
attributes. Two computational objects can interact through a connection established between
a managing and a managed operational interface. The object using the managing interface must
exhibit the properties of the managing role, i.e. initiate specified actions and handle specified
notifications. Similarly, the object using the managed interface must exhibit the properties of
the managed role, i.e. perform specified actions and emit specified notifications. Figure 5
shows an example of an ODMA computational viewpoint.

Qjng -ed~ing -ed~0'.............. 1rffil ··············V
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Figure 5 Example of an ODMA Computational Viewpoint

A TMN managed object can be used to describe a managed operational interface of a compu
tational object. In contrast to TMN, in ODMA the manager can also be specified as a manag
ing operational interface of a computational object. Within a computational object descrip
tion, different operational interfaces of that object can be related to each other. This is one of
the advantages of an ODMA specification. Within TMN, no explicit method used to be avail
able to adequately describe the relationship between different managed objects: the relation
ship was implicitly and informally described in the behaviour of the managed objects con
cerned. Recently, the General Relationship Model (GRM) has been incorporated into GDMO
to overcome this deficiency. However, no GRM statements are available in object libraries or
the M.3020 interface specification methodology, yet. In this report, in informal natural lan
guage description will be given of the information exchange between operational interfaces.
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Engineering Viewpoint
The engineering viewpoint describes the mechanisms enabling the execution of a computa
tional specification and describes how distribution transparencies are supported. The engi
neering objects in OOMA are, as opposed to those in the enterprise, information, and compu
tational viewpoints that are used to specify a particular management application, much less
application specific: they form an 'engineering platform' within OOMA.

Technology Viewpoint
The technology viewpoint expresses how the specifications for an OOP object are imple
mented. These technological choices, e.g. concerning hardware or software, are outside the
scope of OOMA.

In this report, the focus will be on the management application specific parts of OOMA, i.e.
the enterprise, information, and computational viewpoints. The expressive power and the
flexibility of the OOMA description will be compared to those of the TMN description.

3.1.3 Organisational Models
Organisational models describe the way in which management of a service provided by sev
eral network operators can be organised. They provide a general framework within which
network operators can agree management of services: an organisational model describes how
network operators can co-operate on telecommunications management by interconnecting
their Management Networks (MN). In this report, a Management Network is a generalisation of
a set of interconnected management systems based on either the TMN or OOMA paradigm.

Two base organisational models (see Figure 6) have been defined [15J.

joint management In case of joint management, two or more network operators have a
collective agreement for a particular service, under the auspices of a supra network
organisation. The purpose is to enable the supra network organisation to provide
services to users, that may involve the networks of one or more of the participants.
The supra network organisation has a supra-MN to control and to manage the serv
ices assigned to it; a client interfaces with the supra-MN network. The supra-MN has
no element management layer, as the supra network organisation generally does not
own any network elements. If it does, the jointly owned network elements will be
controlled by a separate MN at the same level as the MNs of the participating net
work operators.

co-operative management In case of co-operative management, there are two or more
network operators, each operating autonomously and having individual agreements
for a particular service with other participants. The purpose is to enable each opera
tor to provide services to users that may involve the networks of one or more of the
other participating operators, and to enable a client to interface with the MN of a
single participating operator only. The individual network operators are responsible
for the resources within their domain.

These organisational models serve as examples of how management of an SOH-based ATM
network may be organised, in the next chapter.
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Figure 6 Organisational Models

3.2 Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SOH [4] is a circuit-switched digital hierarchy, that uses synchronous time division multiplex
ing techniques. Information is organised into fixed size structures called containers. Contain
ers are submitted to the network at a speed of 8000 containers per second. A container can
have a limited number of sizes, giving rise to a limited number of SOH connection band
widths. End-to-end capacity is reserved for each SOH connection: the containers belonging to
one connection occupy reserved time-slots in each link between nodes from source to desti
nation. The section frame structure enveloping the containers on each link (section) supports
a sophisticated way to handle timing problems: the frames are only synchronised between
adjacent nodes. Within a section frame, the section overhead and the payload frame occupy
fixed positions. End-to-end synchronisation is maintained, because a pointer (fixed field in
section frame) indicates the beginning of the floating payload within each payload frame.
End-to-end timing differences (a slower or a faster source) result in an occasional shift in the
position of the floating payload within the payload frame, and the pointer is adjusted accord
ingly.

The SOH offers several advantages over the Pleisiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH), in
cluding:

• simplified multiplexing/demultiplexing techniques;

• direct access to lower speed tributaries, as opposed to having to demultiplex the en
tire high speed signal (following pointers);

• enhanced operations and maintenance capabilities (overhead reserved for manage
ment purposes);

• easy evolution to higher bit rates.
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3.2.1 SOH Connection Capabilities
SOH connection capabilities (only point-point) have been mapped onto a hierarchy consisting
of four different levels of abstraction.

physical The physical level includes the type of optical fibre that may be used and details
such as the required minimum power of the transmitting lasers and the required
sensitivity of the receivers.

regenerator section A regenerator section represents a section of optical cable between a
transmitter or receiver and a regenerating repeater, or two regenerating repeaters. A
repeater is a simple device that accepts a digital stream of data on one side and re
generates and repeats each bit at the other side. Timing and synchronisation are of
concern. On a regenerator section, Regenerator Section Overhead (RSOH) is used for
management purposes.

multiplex section A multiplex section represents a single run of optical cable between an
optical fibre transmitter and receiver, possibly with some regenerators in between in
case of longer cables. Endpoints and intermediate switches/multiplexers that may
add or drop channels (virtual container connections) terminate a multiplex section.
At this level, framing is of primary importance. On a multiplex section, Multiplex
Section Overhead (MSOH) is used for management purposes.

path A path connects to two end terminals; it corresponds to an end-to-end (point-point)
circuit. Oata are assembled at the beginning of a path and are not accessed or modi
fied until they are disassembled at the other side of the path. A path level connection
in SOH is a virtual container connection. The different path level connections are lo
cated in the multiplex section connection following one or more pointers. On a path,
Path Overhead (POH) is used for management purposes. A path level connection
supports end-to-end user data, e.g. ATM cells.

3.2.2 SOH Transport Structures
This sub-section describes the hierarchical transport structures that have been defined for the
different SOH connection capabilities. The concepts in italic will be defined later in the text.

synchronous transport module-N (STM-N) An STM is the information structure used to
support section layer (both regenerator section and multiplex section) connections in
the SOH. It consists of information payload and section overhead (SOH= RSOH+
MSOH). The STM-N payload consists of N administrative unit groups.

administrative unit (AU) An administrative unit is the information structure that pro
vides adaptation between the higher order path layer and the multiplex section layer.
It consists of information payload and an administrative unit pointer. The informa
tion payload consists of a higher order virtual container. The pointer indicates the
position of the payload frame within the multiplex section frame. One or more ad
ministrative units occupying fixed, defined positions in one STM payload, is termed
an administrative unit group. '

virtual container-n A virtual container is the information structure used to support path
layer connections in the SOH. It consists of information payload and path overhead
(POH). The payload of a lower order virtual container (n=1,2) comprises a single con
tainer-n, the payload of a higher order virtual container (n=3,4) consists of either a
single container-n or an assembly of tributary unit groups.

container A container is the information structure that forms the network synchronous
information payload for a virtual container. Adaptation functions have been defined
for many common network rates and ATM cells into a limited number of standard
containers.
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tributary unit A tributary unit is an information structure that provides adaptation be
tween the lower order path layer and the higher order path layer. It consists of in
formation payload and a tributary unit pointer. The information payload consists of a
lower order virtual container. The pointer indicates the position of the payload frame
within the higher order virtual container. One or more tributary units occupying
fixed, defined positions in one higher order virtual container payload is termed a
tributary unit group.

The SOH hierarchical transport structures thus consist of payload and overhead and are re
lated by pointers (see Figure 7). The different structures within an STM are byte-interleaved,
in order to minimise buffering at SOH nodes.

STM-l

RSOH
AUG

MSOH .. fixed phase

AU-4 '.

Ipointer(s) payload frame

(e.g. shifted VC-4)

floating IPhase VC-4
p

payload0
H (e.g. mapped cells)

Figure 7 SDH Multiplexing

The SOH section layer bit rates are integer multiples of the basic rate of 155,520 kbit/s. The
basic rate is supported by the basic STM, STM-l. The SOH path layer bit rates can accom
modate both the European and the North American POH hierarchies (see Table 2). Currently,
the mapping of ATM cells into SOH payloads has only been defined for the high-speed VC-4
virtual container.

Table 2 Mapping of PDH Rates into SDH Virtual Containers

Virtual Container POH Rate (G.702)
VC-ll 1544 kbit/s
VC-12 2048 kbit/s
VC-2 6312 kbit/s
VC-3 34368 or 44736 kbit/s
VC-4 139264 kbit/s
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3.2.3 SOH Management Capabilities
SDH connections are set up, maintained and terminated under the control of management: no
switching or signalling is foreseen for SDH connections, only cross-connecting capabilities.

The SDH supports a number of Operations and Maintenance (OAM) functions [3]. These func
tions can be grouped in a number of categories:

• performance monitoring functions;

• failure detection functions;

• failure and performance reporting functions;

• failure localisation functions.

OAM functions in the SDH network are performed at three OAM hierarchical levels, corre
sponding to the upper connection levels described in the first sub-section. These functions
result in corresponding bi-directional information flows F1, F2 and F3, referred to as OAM
flows. The implementation of an OAM flow is independent from the other layers, i.e. a higher
flow does not need the implementation of a lower flow. The allocation of OAM flows is listed
below.

Fl The Fl flow supports regenerator section detection and indication of availability state,
and error monitoring.

F2 The F2 flow supports digital section level error monitoring, reporting, and localisation.

F3 The F3 flow supports transmission path level error and performance monitoring and
reporting, and error localisation.

The OAM mechanism extends, supports and is -in part- controlled by MN-based manage
ment. It is a 'channel-associated' method of monitoring and reporting the performance of
connections, as opposed to the 'common-channel' method of MN-based management. The
flows are implemented using special bytes reserved in the overhead (SOH or POH, depend
ing on the OAM level). For the purpose of management or other purposes, the overhead also
contains embedded communication channels, enabling communication between endpoints of a
particular level using any desired protocol (e.g. CMIP).

3.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode
The SDH offers fixed rate, point-to-point, high speed transport capacity of fixed directional
ity. However, the transport capacities offered by an SDH network are limited to the few de
fined virtual containers. Unused capacity in virtual container connections cannot be reused
by the network. The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) offers a more flexible transfer ca
pability, common to all services.

ATM [1] is a packet-switched transfer mode that uses asynchronous time division mul
tiplexing techniques. The multiplexed information flow is organised into blocks of fixed size
called cells. A cell consists of an information field (48 octets) and a header (5 octets). The primary
role of the header is to identify cells belonging to the same virtual connection within the asyn
chronous time division multiplex. ATM is a connection-oriented technique, and cell sequence
integrity is maintained. Connection identifiers are assigned to each link of a connection when
required and released when no longer needed. They have only local significance (Le. on each
link), because global addresses would require larger address fields and more overhead to
assert the uniqueness of a global address. This implies that an address translation is required
whenever a cell flows from one link into another.
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Upon connection set-up, a route is established through the network (an address translation
entry is inserted in every node along the route). Capacity is reserved on the links on a sta
tistical basis, keeping cell-loss to a predefined minimum: no fixed positions for the cells will
be reserved, because of the asynchronous nature of the cell flow. Every speed can be sup
ported by an ATM network, because the cell rate can be set to any value (within limits). Be
cause cells arrive asynchronously at a node, buffering is required at every node as the incom
ing rate may temporarily exceed the outgoing rate. Buffer overflow will result in cell loss.
Dimensioning buffers must be done so as to satisfy the user requirements for cell loss, cell
delay and cell delay variation.

The information field is transported transparently by the ATM layer: no processing, e.g. error
control, is performed on the information field at the ATM layer. Additional service-de
pendent functionality is performed on top of the ATM layer, by the ATM adaptation layer
(AAL).

3.3.1 ATM Connection Capabilities
An ATM connection consists of the concatenation of ATM layer links in order to provide end
to-end transfer capability to access points. An example of ATM connections is shown in
Figure 8. This sub-section lists the ATM connection capabilities.

virtual channel A virtual channel is a logical connection that is the basic unit of switching
in an ATM network. A virtual channel is set up between two (point-point) ore more
(point-multipoint) end users through the network, and a flow of cells is exchanged
over the connection. Virtual channels are also used for user-network and network
network exchanges. Within a given virtual path, the different virtual channel links are
distinguished by the virtual channel identifier (VCI). A virtual channel is associated
with a certain Quality ofService (QoS) at or after connection set-up.

virtual path A virtual path is a bundle of virtual channel segments that have the same
endpoints, so all cells flowing on all virtual channels in a single virtual path are
switched together. A virtual path (point-point or point-multipoint) is set up between
(network) nodes by network management, allowing for a simplified network archi
tecture, increased network performance, and enhanced network services. A virtual
path is the basic unit of cross-connecting in an ATM network. At a given physical in
terface, the different virtual path links are distinguished by the virtual path identifier
(VPl). This means that a virtual channel is only fully specified at an interface by both
the VPl and VCl values. A virtual path is also associated with a certain quality of
service at or after connection set-up, which is able to support the various qualities of
service of the virtual channels within the virtual path.

Unk transfer capacity

Figure 8 ATM Connections
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3.3.2 ATM Management Capabilities
ATM virtual paths are set up by management functions, for set-up of virtual channels sig
nalling can be used.

In addition to the management capabilities provided by the supporting SOH network, two
more OAM hierarchical levels with corresponding management functions and flows, have
been defined.

F4 The F4 flow supports Virtual Path OAM.

F5 The F5 flow supports Virtual Channel OAM.

These cell-based management flows support functions like fault detection and reporting, per
formance monitoring and reporting, and continuity checking for the ATM virtual path and
channel layers.

3.4 SOH-based ATM Networks
In this section, some more details about SOH-based ATM networks will be highlighted, i.e.
the (generic) network model, OAM in SOH-based ATM networks, and the quality of service
concept. In this section, a number of choices are made for the rest of the assignment.

3.4.1 Network Model
This sub-section describes the network model of the SOH-based ATM network. It is described
because the ATM network makes use of SOH interconnection (network) services. It will be
used in the rest of this report, to guide the modelling and design activities.

Generic Network Model

The definitions given in this sub-section are based on the generic part of [5]. They provide the
vocabulary of terms for defining the network architecture of SOH-based ATM networks. The
definitions are grouped in a number of classes, or architectural components. A network archi
tecture is composed of a number of related architectural components.

The architectural components support the layering and partitioning concepts commonly used
in telecommunications. A network can be represented by a ('vertically') layered model in
which a client layer uses the services provided by a server layer, without knowledge of inter
nal details of the server layer. The information transfer capability of the individual network
layers is defined in terms of characteristic information, Le. a signal of characteristic rate and
format transferred between access points of a network layer. A network can also be parti
tioned ('horizontally') in a number of sub-networks, representing different geographical or
control domains. The entities defined in this section are visualised in Figure 9 for a technol
ogy specific application (ATM over SOH).

Transport Entities

A transport entity is an architectural component that transfers information transparently
between its input and its output points at different locations. The following transport entities
have been defined. Terms in italic will be defined later in the text.

trail A trail supports the transfer of characteristic information between two access points
of a network layer. A trail in a server layer supports a link connection in a client layer.

connection A connection defines the association between connection points within the
same layer.
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link connection A link connection is a connection between connection points at the edge
of different sub-networks, and thus capable of information transfer between the sub
networks.

sub-network connection A sub-network connection is a connection between connection
points at the edge of one sub-network, and thus capable of information transfer over
sub-networks.

network connection A network connection defines the association between two termina
tion connection points.

matrix connection A matrix connection is a connection between connection points within
the same matrix.

Transport Processing Functions

A transport processing function is an architectural component defined by the information
processing between its inputs and its outputs. The following transport processing functions
have been defined:

trail termination A trail termination defines the association between an access point and
a termination connection point. It generates the characteristic information and en
sures its integrity.

adaptation An adaptation adapts characteristic information of a client layer to that of the
server layer and vice versa. It defines the client-server association between a con
nection point in the client layer and an access point in the server layer.

Reference Points

A reference point is an architectural component that describes the binding between inputs
and outputs of transport entities and transport processing functions. The following reference
points have been defined:

access point An access point is characterised by the adapted client-layer characteristic in
formation that passes across it. It defines the association between an adaptation in the
client layer and a trail termination in the server layer. An access group is a group of
co-located access points. An access point does not necessarily belong to an access
group.

connection point A connection point is an end-point of a connection.

termination connection point A termination connection point is a connection point con
nected to a trail termination.

Topological Components

A topological component is an architectural component that describes the network in terms of
the topological relationships between sets of reference points, i.e. the ability of the network to
support transport entities. The following topological components have been defined:

network layer A network layer is solely concerned with the generation and transfer of
particular characteristic information.

sub-network A sub-network describes the potential for sub-network connections across
the sub-network. A sub-network can itself be recursively partitioned into smaller
sub-networks interconnected by links. This partitioning occurs within the same layer,
between layers client-server relationships exist.
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matrix A matrix represents the limit to the recursive partitioning of a sub-network. It is
contained within one physical node, and it describes the potential for matrix connec
tions across the matrix.

link A link describes the fixed relationship between sub-networks.

SOH-based ATM Network Model

In SOH-based ATM networks, ATM client connections are supported by SOH server trails. In
particular, ATM virtual path link connections are supported by SOH virtual container (path
layer) trails. Figure 9 shows the technology specific model for SOH-based ATM networks de
rived from the generic network model described in this section. ATM and SOH path layer
trails will be managed by their respective network management (NM) systems.

An ATM virtual channel link connection is supported by a ATM virtual path trail. At the
SOH layers below the path layer, i.e. the digital section and regenerator section levels, dy
namic components such as sub-networks, matrices, and sub-network and matrix connections
do not exist any more: all client-server relationships are hard-wired at installation time. An
SOH path layer link connection is supported by a digital section trail, associated with a fixed
concatenation of digital section link connections, each of which is in turn supported by a re
generator section trail. As a result, SOH digital and regenerator section trails will be managed
by SOH network element management (NEM) systems.

- link connection !\; subnetwork connection

o subnetwork 00 matrix connection

Figure 9 Network Model of an SDH-based ATM Network

3.4.2 OAM in SOH-based ATM Networks
The OAM levels and flows for an SOH-based ATM Network are visualised in Figure 10. A
connection point represents switching within the same layer, a connection endpoint repre
sents a transition point between adjacent layers.

Only the SOH F3 flow and functions will be accessible from the ATM virtual path level; it
may be used to report ATM specific details of a SDH path layer trail, e.g. cell delineation.
SOH and ATM network management (NM) may both use it to monitor and report end-to-end
SOH-trail performance and faults. The digital section and regenerator section level flows and
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functions will be kept internal to SDH, and will be managed by SDH network element man
agement (NEM) functions.

Virtual Channel (F5)

Regenerator Section (Fi)

Digital Section (F2)

Multiplex Section (F3)

Virtual Path (F4)
ATM

SDH

• _-0 Ol--..-I
- - - .. .. .. - - ~ -" - .. - .. .. .. .. - - - - - ... ,. - - - - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

• _-0 O. I

• .-0 O. I

• I
o Connection Point

I Connection Endpoint

Figure 10 OAM Hierarchical Levels and Flows

As mentioned in a previous section, the OAM mechanism extends, supports and is -in part
controlled by MN-based management. The above will be taken into account when designing
the management framework for the SDH-ATM relation in the next chapter. The OAM func
tions support in-service measurement of Quality of Service and network performance pa
rameters, discussed in the next section.

3.4.3 Quality of Service and Network Performance
The Quality of Service (QoS) perceived by ATM end users translates to ATM network per
formance parameters [2] for the individual virtual path link connections. The values of these
network performance parameters are influenced by the QoS of the underlying SDH path
layer connection. Thus, the ATM network demands a certain QoS from the underlying SDH
connections, in order to meet the QoS requirements of its own network and customers (see
Figure 11).

ATM customers

(VPC/VCC QoS)

ATM service provider
(VPLNPP)

(VC-nQoS)

SDH network operator

Figure 11 Translation of ATM QoS in SDH QoS parameters

The following list discusses the impact of SDH-based ATM cell transmission on a number of
ATM network performance parameters.

mean cell transfer delay The mean cell transfer delay equals transmission delay plus
mean 'acceptance delay' (see below) plus SDH buffering delay. Buffering at SDH
cross-connects is bounded, without over- or underflow, and constant over longer pe
riods of time. A maximum buffering delay can be derived from the number of cross
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connects in a transmission path; the actual buffering delay will be less for every in
stance of communication.

cell delay variation The very infrequent pointer actions introduce a shift of an entire
container of plus or minus three byte times, thereby delaying or advancing the re
ception of the contained cells by three byte times. Cell synchronisation is maintained.
Because of the fixed part of an SDH virtual container that is interleaved with the con
catenated cell stream, the time an SDH virtual container needs to accept an entire cell
is either 53 byte times or (53 + fixed part) byte times. The above introduces a com
bined cell delay variation of less than one cell time. This is not expected to constitute
a problem that needs the involvement of management, as the cell delay variation in
troduced by buffering in the ATM layer is much larger (usually several cell times).

cell loss ratio Cell loss occurs when multiple bit errors are introduced in the cell header
(or a single error in detection mode). Multiple cell loss also occurs when cell syn
chronisation is lost, or the SDH path level virtual container connection is not avail
able.

cell misinsertion rate SDH may introduce misinserted cells when multiple bit positions
are corrupted in a cell header, such that the cell passes the HEC check~ and the VPl
VCl combination is valid on that virtual container connection, which is a very un
likely event. Software failures in the ATM layer are much more likely to introduce
cell misinsertion. It is expected that when the cell loss ratio is within its specified
bounds, the cell misinsertion rate requirement will be met, too.

cell error ratio An errored cell, although transmitted successfully (header OK), has at
least one bit error in its payload. An SDH bit error may introduce such an error.

severely errored cell block ratio: A cell block is a certain number of consecutive cells. A
severely errored cell block contains more lost cells and errored cells than a certain
predetermined value. An SDH severely errored second may correspond with one or
more severely errored cell blocks.

This report proposes to distinguish the following SDH QoS parameters:

Table 3 SDH QoS Parameters

Parameter Derived Parameter I Unit
Capacity - I Virtual Container-n
Error Performance (see below)
Availabilityl mean I percentile
Time Between Failures mean I second
Restoration Mechanisms and Redundancy in the Network and Restoration Speed
Protection Level
Delay mean I second
Set-up Time mean, variation I second

This report proposes that ATM management will be able to specify values (e.g. set attribute
values of the appropriate managed objects) for the parameters listed above within a man
agement relationship with SDH management and will be kept informed of the actual QoS
delivered: QoS management. Agreements on QoS are part of a Service Level Agreement (SLA).

A number of error performance events are defined in [6], that will be used to define the SDH
error performance parameters mentioned above. A block is a set of consecutive bits associ-

1 The definition of availability status has been standardised, and is related to occurrence of a pre
defined number of consecutive (non) severely errored second events (see below).
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ated with the path (e.g. an SOH container). Each bit belongs to one and only one block; con
secutive bits may not be contiguous in time.

• Errored Block (EB) event: a block in which one ore more bit is in error (detected with
a Bit-interleaved Parity code (BIP-n) in the overhead associated with the block);

• Errored Second (ES) event: a one-second period with one or more errored blocks;

• Severely Errored Second (SES) event: a one-second period which contains > 30% er
rored blocks or at least one severely disturbed period (SOP);

• Severely Oisturbed Period (SOP) event: a short period of time, lasting at least 1 ms or
four contiguous blocks, whichever is larger, during which the path is not usable;

• Background Block Error (BBE): an errored block not occurring as a part of an SES;

The error performance parameters are:

• Errored Second Ratio (ESR): the ratio of errored seconds in available time during a
fixed measurement interval;

• Severely Errored Second Ratio (SESR): the ratio of severely errored seconds in avail
able time during a fixed measurement interval;

• Background Block Error Ratio (BBER): the ratio of background block errors to total
blocks in available time during a fixed measurement interval; the count of total block
excludes all blocks during SES.
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4. Management Framework
This chapter first proposes the management view ATM management will have of the
SDH network and services, describing what SDH will offer to ATM. The proposed
organisational model for SDH-based ATM networks, the framework for co-operation
between the management systems of the SDH and ATM network, describes how it
will be offered.

4.1 Management View
The SOH network offers the ATM network a managed network service: Figure 12 shows that the
SOH network delivers transmission services and associated management services.

ATM

transmission
services

SOH

management
services

Figure 12 Managed Network Service

This report suggests that the following SOH management view (target of the management
services mentioned above) should be provided to the ATM Management Network:

SDH offers ATM a path-level partitioning of the network, consisting of sub
networks interconnected by links, giving access to services at access points terminat
ing access links (see Figure 13). The partitioning is a single level deep, i.e. sub
networks within sub-networks are not visible for ATM management. A service is as
sociated with certain Quality of Service by a service level agreement. A trail is a
single service instance, supported by the sub-networks and links.

The networks are in a very close network operator-service provider relation, and the service
provider is in a position to demand detailed insight in the network operator's operation. The
topological entities (i.e. links and sub-networks) can be used quite naturally to model the cli
ent's view of the interconnection services. Also, a single-level partitioning of the network is
sufficient, because a multi-level partitioning would not add significant information and
would in fact obscure the simple information the partitioning is supposed to convey. The
single level partitioning is especially suitable for scenario 3 and 1. For scenario 2, a multi-level
partitioning might be considered as the SOH network is only managed for the purpose of a
single ArM client, corresponding with a greater level of integration and interrelation of the
management networks (see also next sub-section). In scenario 1, no sub-networks exist, only
links. Sub-networks may overlap, as the SOH network can be (simultaneously) partitioned
for a number of reasons, described in the following list.

technical The sub-network partitioning may reflect the technical capabilities of the SOH
network (capacity, protection level, security, etc.): for example, a manager may view
a partitioning reflecting only the 2.5 Gbit/s capabilities of the network.

organisational The sub-network partitioning may reflect the administrative domains of
several SOH MNs: for political or other reasons, a manager may, for example, want
to exclude the networks of politically unstable countries or networks owned by op
erators belonging to a rivalling alliance from delivering part of a service;
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geographical The sub-network partitioning may reflect the geographical location of parts
of the SOH network: this partitioning provides information on which sub-networks
may provide access points at a particular geographical location (coverage), or pro
vides information on the basis of which a manager may decide to exclude, for exam
ple, a submarine link from delivering part of a service.

',. - ,, _ J

Figure 13 Management View of an SDH-based ATM Network

How is the model used in practice? The ATM MN is able to request SOH trails to be set up
between access points (access groups), specifying the sub-networks and links that may be
used, with a specified QoS. For this purpose, relevant information shall be available, either
implicitly or explicitly, on sub-networks and links. The MNs will also be able to co-ordinate
actions, such as fault management scenarios, performance measurements, and connection
management, by negotiating values for parameters like timers, counters, limits, etc.

Example: In Figure 13, ATM subscribes to the solid SOH sub-networks and links. Using these
resources, a trail is set up between specified access points, with a specified quality of service.

4.2 Organisational Model
This section will propose an organisational model for SOH-based ATM networks.

4.2.1 Management of Client-Server Networks
Instead of the usual peer-to-peer relationship between Management Networks in the organ
isational models defined in chapter 2 (e.g. ATM networks co-operating in providing inter
national ATM connections), the Management Networks (MN) of SOH and ATM are in a cli
ent-server relation, as the SOH network is the server network for the ATM client network. In
case of client-server networks, it is recommended that both the client and server networks
have their own network elements (final control of network elements remains in each opera
tor's own administrative or technical management domain) and management network. The
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reason for this separation is the flexibility it introduces for the server network to support
multiple clients of different types, which promotes better utilisation of resources, lower costs
and more differentiation in services. A client network is more flexible in its choice of server
networks. Networks that are integrated to a large extent, do not offer such flexibility. Legal
and regulatory requirements (e.g. Open Network Provisioning, Interconnect Access, Network
Operator vs. Service Provider) may also impose such a network structure. The server and
client networks can be owned and managed by different companies, or separate entities
within the same company.

In the co-operative management concept, a network operator uses resources in its own do
main and resources placed at its disposal by partner networks to provide services to its cus
tomers. Each network operator is responsible for setting up, managing and controlling the
network elements that provide part of the service in its own domain. The management view
and control of a telecommunication service, as required by a customer, are provided by one
network operator, i.e. one stop shopping, billing, and complaining. The network operator ac
complishes this by importing management views from all MNs involved in the service.

4.2.2 Management of SOH-based ATM Networks
The above seems well suited for the management of SOH-based ATM networks, and in fact
for all networks in a client-server relation (in the rest of this section, SOH may be read as
'server', and ATM as 'client'). This report proposes to introduce an organisational model,
similar to the co-operative management model, for a number of reasons listed below.

• Both equipment and responsibilities are clearly separated.

• As opposed to a total integration of SOH management into the client MN, that is only
suitable for scenarios 1 and 2 (only one customer is served), the proposed organisa
tional model is suitable for all scenarios, and allows for a smooth evolution from sce
nario 1 through scenario 2 to scenario 3. As a consequence, only the proposed organ
isational model will be studied in the rest of this report. However, the requirements
on the interconnection may differ for the different scenarios.

• The management systems interact using a limited number of well-defined interfaces,
which enables secure interworking.

• It is impractical to set up a separate Goint) management organisation for every com
bination of networks (or services).

• A joint management organisation is not very well suited for a heterogeneous popu
lation of networks (handling different kind of technologies and customers), as this
requires the supra-MN to handle both client and server technologies, and client cus
tomers. The co-operative management model corresponds more closely with the cli
ent-server relation.

Several SOH network operators may team up to provide seamless SOH interconnection
services to ATM network operators. The SOH network operators may choose either the co
operative or joint management organisational model for their MNs. The MN of an ATM net
work operator interfaces with only one participating or supra SOH MN, respectively, for a
particular interconnection service: it is recommended that the management co-ordination
between the SOH MNs should be transparent to the ATM MN (one-stop shopping). This
transparency, visualised in Figure 14, is assumed in the rest of this report. However, for differ
ent SOH trails, the ATM MN may use the services of multiple SOH MNs.
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Figure 14 SDH Management Co-ordination Transparency

Taking into account the considerations mentioned above, this report proposes to interconnect
the MNs of the SOH and ATM networks (and of client-server networks in general) at two x
reference points (see Figure 15).

network management ATM - service management SDH This reference point is in
tended for the exchange of pre-operational (mostly contractual) information regarding
the SOH services to be delivered. Examples are delivery time, (maximum) number of
trails, repair time, mean up-time, fault procedures, billing, and other quality of serv
ice parameters;

network management ATM - network management SDH This reference point is in
tended for the exchange of operational information regarding individual SOH service
calls, such as set-up, reservation, termination, testing, etc. Because SOH lacks signal
ling capabilities, some of the functions recognised in this report may be handled dif
ferently in other technologies.

The mapping of pre-operational and operational management functions on service and net
work management, respectively, has been chosen, because it seems the most natural choice
from a single management user's viewpoint, i.e. ATM network management. Although this
mapping is not traditional, in the sense that it differs from interconnection of management
systems of networks that do support signalling (e.g. telephony networks), the relation be
tween the client-server ATM and SOH networks is not traditional either. Moreover, the
boundary between network and service management is still under study, and no detailed
rules have been agreed upon yet. If required in the future, all operational management can
also be moved to the service management reference point without problems, as the network
management services can be provided at the service management reference point without
changing the management functions and management information. The management com
munication remains the same, it is only communicated to a different reference point.
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Figure 15 Organisational Model for an SDH-based ATM Network

This report further suggests to let all SOH network elements, even those that are located on
the customer's premises or integrated within the customer's ATM equipment, be managed by
SOH management, in order to be able to perform end-to-end management, e.g. end-to-end
error performance measurement. This requires the availability a communication mechanism
between those network elements and the SOH management network. This communication
mechanism consists of a physical medium and a protocol. The physical medium may be an
SOH embedded communication channel, which has the disadvantage that no management
communication is possible when the SOH equipment fails, although some redundancy may
be introduced, or a physical medium separate from the managed SDH connections (e.g. the
same medium that supports the communication on the x reference points). The protocol may
be CMIP, in which case a q3 reference point to the SOH equipment is made available to an
SOH NEM, or any other suitable protocol. Special attention must be given to the avoidance of
interference between management actions initiated on the same SOH entity by SOH and
ATM management. In the rest of this report, it is assumed that the suggestion above has been
accepted and implemented, as the focus of the assignment is on network and service man
agement.

Service View versus Network View

As a consequence of this separation, the general management view proposed in the previous
section will be decomposed in a service view and a network view. Because of the division of the
pre-operational and operational management functionality over two different reference
points, extra care must be taken to be consistent in allocating management functionality to a
particular reference point in the design phase. Ouring operation, both SOH and ATM man
agement will have to take measures to keep the management information consistent between
the different reference points.

Scenarios

The proposed allocation of management services to reference points is suitable for all scenar
ios distinguished in this report. However, the number and the impact of management serv
ices offered over the reference points is expected to decrease when migrating from scenario 1
through scenario 2 to scenario 3. In the first two scenarios (management) services are pro
vided to only one customer, hence management can be optimised for this one customer. A
single customer can be allowed more control than multiple customers, who may have con-
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flicting interests. Further, the scenarios will typically exhibit increasing security requirements
when migrating from scenario 1, through scenario 2, to scenario 3.

Justification of the Organisational Model
Finally, for each MN layer, it will now be argued whether it should be involved in a man
agement relation between the MNs.

Business Management

It is decided at the business management layers of SOH and ATM whether the MNs will be
interconnected to provide services to customers. No management information will be ex
changed at this level after the decision has been made.

Service Management

The service management layer of ATM is not directly involved in a management relation
with the SOH MN, as it is meant to interact with ATM customers and the ATM network
management layer: the usage of SOH is transparent to ATM service management and cus
tomers. However, the service management layer of SOH is involved in a management rela
tion with the ATM MN, as the ATM network makes use of SOH interconnection services as
an underlying transport service to provide its own ATM services to customers. SOH service
management is involved in the change of pre-operational (contractual) SOH information.

Network Management

In an SOH-based ATM network, network connectivity, achieved with SOH, is a task of ATM
network management. As it is the task of network management to maintain an overall net
work view and co-ordinate management activities across the network, the need for, the cost
effectiveness of, and the quality of service of SOH interconnection services can only be de
termined at the ATM network management layer. The decision whether to outsource the
provisioning of interconnections or not, or internal details of actual SOH interconnections
such as routing, must not be transparent to ATM network management As a consequence, the
SOH interconnection services are managed exclusively by a client's ATM network man
agement. Lower layers in the ATM MN need not be involved in a management relation with
the SOH MN. Because of the lack of SOH signalling capability, SOH network management is
involved in the exchange of operational SOH information regarding individual SOH service
calls.

Network Element Management

The network element management layer manages each network element on an individual
basis. Management of a service using element management services requires detailed knowl
edge of the type and number of network elements involved in a service. Network elements
are typically involved in providing services for more than one customer. This information is
only available in the server MN. Therefore it is not envisaged that the SOH element manage
ment layer will be involved in any interactions between the two MNs, as this would require
massive exchange of information, and additional security and co-ordination mechanisms.

Network Elements

Similarly, it can be argued that it is better to decide against putting individual SOH network
elements at the disposal of ATM management, with the possible exception of SOH customer
premises equipment.
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5. Requirements
This chapter discusses the requirements that have been identified for an SDH-based
ATM network that uses the management framework proposed in the previous chap
ter. First the requirements for an x reference point between the management net
works will be listed. The next section lists the functional requirements for the five
OS1 management functional areas and requirements for the support of the planning
and provisioning processes.

5.1 General X Reference Point Requirements
This section lists the general requirements that must be satisfied by the specifications for both
x reference points identified in the organisational model for SOH-based ATM networks.

0.1. The x reference point specification may vary to support intra- and/or inter-com
pany management relations, depending on the level of trust between the com
municating parties and the sensitivity of the communicated information; as a con
sequence, the selected scenario (1, 2 or 3) may influence the x reference point
specification. The scenarios typically exhibit an increasing level of security when
migrating from scenario 1, through scenario 2, to scenario 3.

0.2. Different communication mechanisms may have to be supported at the reference
points to accommodate different communication requirements (e.g. file transfer for
billing, interactive communication for contract negotiation, multicasting for error
reporting to all affected customers).

0.3. Real-time interactions may impose timing constraints on communication over the x
reference points: especially for operational fault management, the communication
mechanism must adhere to strict timing constraints to support the recovery
mechanisms that operate in real-time mode. Some fast protection switching
mechanisms are activated at the network element level without management inter
ference and are only monitored from the higher levels. Only when the protection
switching mechanisms fail themselves, management will be involved and com
munication takes place between the management networks to co-ordinate recovery
actions.

0.4. Security mechanisms will be provided at the x reference points between the MNs,
such as authentication, authorisation, access control, data integrity, confidentiality,
non repudiation, and audit trails, to enable open and secure interworking.

0.5. The information communicated over the reference points shall be of the type as
signed to the particular reference point in the previous chapter, and support either
the service view or the network view. The information exchanged over the service
management reference point shall be of a pre-operational nature, consisting of ne
gotiations and agreements on how the actual service will be delivered, and have
the status of legally binding contracts. The information exchanged over the net
work management reference point shall be of an operational nature, consisting of
service requests that refer to previously agreed contracts, possibly filling in details
that have been left unresolved in the service contracts and that are open for nego
tiation. Because this information is less sensitive than the contractual information
exchanged over the service management reference point, it has a lower status (at
the same level as traditional signalling information) and there is less need for ex
tensive security measures.

0.6. The user may be charged for communication over the x reference points.
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5.2 Functional Requirements
This section lists the functional requirements for the five OSI management functional areas
(FCAPS) and requirements for the support of the planning and provisioning processes. The
requirements will be numbered for ease of reference in appendix A, indicating when a par
ticular requirement will be satisfied by a certain design construct (e.g. management service).

As argued in the previous chapter, the management functionality for scenario 3 is a sub-set of
the functionality for scenario 2, which in tum is a sub-set of the functionality for scenario 1
(see Figure 16). Therefore, the rest of this report will focus on the smallest common sub-set,
the functionality for scenario 3, as this functionality is both necessary and sufficient to support
all scenarios.

Figure 16 Management Functionality for the Different Scenarios

In order to be suitable for all scenarios, for scenario 3 in particular, in which more than one
(not necessarily ATM) customer may be serviced, an additional requirement is that manage
ment information shall be communicated using SDH-specific parameters and units. ATM
management shall be responsible for conversion of this information to and from ATM specific
parameters and units (e.g. severely errored second rate to cell loss ratio). As a consequence,
the management functions and information can be re-used for management relationships
with non-ATM networks that may have similar requirements, as in scenario 3.

5.2.1 Fault Management
Fault management encompasses fault detection, isolation and the correction of abnormal op
eration of services and networks.

The following fault management requirements have been identified:

1.1. Each MN is responsible for fault detection in its own domain. The SDH MN shall
be able to notify the ATM MN of detected faults. A fault at the SDH MN's service
level occurs for example when a service level agreement cannot be met. A fault at
the network level can be an excessive error rate on an individual SDH trail.

1.2. The ATM MN shall be able to specify of which service and network faults it wishes
to be notified at the appropriate reference point.

1.3. The ATM MN shall be able to determine which domain a fault originated in. In or
der to accomplish this, it must be able to correlate faults detected in the SDH and
ATM domains. This implies requirements on the parameters of a fault notification
by the SDH MN. Service and network level faults shall be indicated at the appro
priate reference point.

1.4. The ATM MN shall be able to initiate tests upon trails in the SDH domain at the
network level. It shall also be able to influence the F3 OAM flow, e.g. to indicate
cell misalignment.
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1.5. The ATM MN shall co-ordinate recovery actions upon detected faults at the net
work level using normal network configuration management services when man
agement intervention cannot be avoided.

1.6. At the service level, it shall be able to negotiate in advance which recovery strategy
will be activated upon the occurrence of particular faults. Each MN shall be re
sponsible for the actions taken in its own domain.

1.7. Fault correction encompasses the restoration both of services and individual trails.
The ATM MNs shall be informed of the restoration or repair status in the SDH
network, either at agreed points in time, on occurrence of particular events, or on
demand. It shall be able to stop (part of) any recovery action in the SDH network
that is associated with ATM's service or network resources.

1.8. The SDH MN shall keep a log of service and network faults, that is accessible to the
ATM MN for the purpose of correlating faults. Parameters for the logging process
are negotiable (log size, type of logged data, etc.). Access restrictions may apply,
only log entries that are relevant to the SDH MN will be accessible.

1.9. Correlation of faults requires the availability of sufficient and timely information
(compatibility): i.e. specification of origin of fault and/or affected resources, suffi
ciently detailed fault specification (type, duration), synchronised information
(starting times and duration of measurements). This places requirements on the
parameters conveyed in a fault indication, and requires the availability of a syn
chronisation network management function for the purpose of fault management.

5.2.2 Configuration Management
Configuration management identifies, exercises control over, collects data from and provides
data to systems for the purpose of preparing for, initialising, starting, providing for the con
tinuous operation of, and terminating interconnection services.

The following configuration management requirements have been identified:

2.1. The ATM MN shall be able to request the establishment, modification, reconfigu
ration and release of SDH trails to support its own ATM (virtual path) connections.

2.2. The ATM MN shall be able to configure and subscribe to services offered by the
SDH network. Service details will be contained in the service description, service
subscription and the associated service level agreement (SLA).

2.3. The MNs shall be able to negotiate on quality of service parameters in the SLA. The
SLA may further consist of QoS parameters, the maximum number of guaranteed
simultaneous trails, and possibly on a permitted overdraft of non-committed trails.

2.4. The ATM MN shall be able to indicate preferred or restricted routing of trails in
the service subscription, i.e. in advance (planning and dimensioning the network
would be more difficult if real-time routing were allowed).

2.5. The SDH MN shall support query and notification of changes in network or service
configuration information (e.g. the connectivity of (part of) the SDH network for
the purpose of setting up new trails).

2.6. The ATM MN shall be able to refer to a grouping of trails as a single entity. This
grouping of connections may be according to user defined criteria, or agreed
(standardised) criteria such as primary/ backup pairs.

2.7. The SDH network offers a sub-set of the connection capabilities of the ATM net
work. As no signalling is foreseen for the SDH network, trail set-up, release, etc., is
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accomplished via management functions. Different connection capabilities require
different management functions to be made available externally. Evolution should
be possible towards more customer control: from semi-permanent trails, to sched
uled trails (continuous and/or periodical), to on demand trails.

5.2.3 Accounting Management
Accounting management enables charges to be established for the use of resources.

The following accounting management requirements have been identified:

3.1. The ATM MN shall be informed of the usage it has made of the SDH network, ei
ther at regular intervals, on occurrence of certain events (e.g. connection set-up and
release), or on demand. Usage information on individual trails shall be made
available at the network management reference point, while billing and billing en
quiries shall take place at the service management reference point.

3.2. The ATM MN may be charged for the usage of SDH management services as well
as network services. The accounting principles mentioned above also apply for the
usage of management services.

3.3. In order to enable the ATM MN to define cost-based tariffing structures for its
ATM services and customers, sufficiently detailed tariffing and billing information
shall be made available by the SDH MN to the ATM MN.

5.2.4 Performance Management
Performance management enables the behaviour of resources and the effectiveness of com
munication activities to be evaluated.

The following performance management requirements have been identified:

4.1. The SDH MNs shall gather performance information, consisting of statistical data,
e.g. on availability, recovery times, error rates, and other agreed quality of service
parameters of services, individual trails and sub-networks and links that have been
subscribed to. This information shall be made available to subscribing ATM MNs.
The SDH MN shall support query and notification of performance information.

4.2. To enable the ATM MN to correlate performance data with performance data in
the SDH MN, 'compatible' performance data shall be provided to the ATM MN by
the SDH MN (see section 5.2.1).

5.2.5 Security Management
Security management is responsible for the security services offered by the managed net
works.

The following security management requirements have been identified:

5.1. The SDH MN may be able to support cryptographic techniques utilised in the
transport network (e.g. key generation and distribution). This implies that the
ATM network shall may able to subscribe to SDH security services at the service
management reference point. Operational details (e.g. key change) shall be han
dled at the network management reference point.

5.2. The SDH MN shall be able to detect violation of service, network, or information
integrity and notify the ATM MN of such events at the service or network man
agement reference point, whichever is appropriate.
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5.3. The SDH MN shall support query of security information.

5.2.6 Planning
Management communication must support the different planning processes of the SDH net
work operator and ATM service provider, both at the strategic and the tactical level.

At the SDH service level, the following information shall be derivable:

6.1. Market forecasts for existing and new services. The SDH network operator can
analyse trends in its service management communication.

At the SDH network level, the following information shall be derivable:

6.2. Must the SDH network be adapted to (continue to) support the required service
levels with the (expected) service demand? Actual service call information, ex
changed over the network management reference point, must be combined with
internal information coming from the SDH service layer (service demand) and in
ternal SDH network performance information. The question to be answered is, if it
is worthwhile to introduce new (types of) equipment and/or management systems
into the network, where, how, and at what cost?

At the ATM network level, the following information shall be derivable:

6.3. SDH network performance information, combined with SDH service information
and ATM network performance information shall be used to plan future service
contracts, required service levels, recovery strategies and service call patterns, and
to decide which SDH network operator(s) to contract, if any.

5.2.7 Provisioning
The MNs must be able to support the different provisioning processes of the SDH and ATM
network operators:

7.1. The SDH MN shall notify the ATM MN of the introduction of new services into the
network (or service removal).

7.2. The ATM MN shall be able to (un)subscribe to SDH services.

7.3. The SDH MN shall be able to award service contracts and (scheduled) service calls
that use SDH network elements that have not been installed yet, or services that
are not yet operational, etc.

7.4. The introduction, reconfiguration, or removal of SDH network elements and man
agement systems into the network (or removal) shall be transparent to the ATM
MN (i.e. require no management communication) when no configuration changes
occur at the network or service management level.
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6. Specification
This chapter specifies management services, service components, and functions, ac
cording to the M.3020 methodology, that satisfy the functional requirements of the
previous chapter. The first section highlights the service management services, the
second section the network management services. No special management services
have been defined for support of the planning and provisioning processes, as their re
quirements have been taken into account when the management services for the five
051 functional areas were defined. The usage of the management services, compo
nents and functions will be illustrated by an example scenario in the last section.

6.1 Management Services available at 'the Service Manage
ment Reference Point
Table 4 lists the management services and service components to be made available at the
service management reference point, extracted from the requirements in the previous chapter
(between brackets the corresponding OSI functional area is indicated). The most interesting
management service components will be broken down to management functions in the fol
lowing sub-sections. Support for these management functions will be included in the object
models in the next chapter. The management services and service components that have been
greyed out will not be elaborated further. Also, standard support functions, such as log man
agement and event forwarding discriminator functions, will be assumed to be available as a
constituent part of the management framework and will not be listed here. The choice was
made to concentrate on a few management services because of time constraints. It is expected
that the chosen management services will give an accurate idea of what is needed to support
SOH-based ATM managed network services.

Table 4 Service Management Services and Components

Management Service Management Service Component
Recovery Management (F) Recovery Strategy Negotiation

Service Level Breach Information
Service Fault Information (F) Service Availability Information

Service Level Breach Information
Customer Managexnent (C)
User Ivlanagernent (C)
Access Provisioning (C) Access Link Provisioninl?:

Access Point Provisioning
Access Group Provisioning

Service Configuration (C) Service Information
Service Creation
Service Subscription
Sub-network Information
Link information

Accounting Information (A) Service Usage Information
Tariff Information
Hilling

Performance Management (P) Service Statistics Information
Performance Measurement Configuration

Security Nlanagement (5) Service Integrity Information
Security Service Subscription
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6.1.1 Recovery Management
The co-operating management networks negotiate on the recovery strategies, as defined by
the RACE project IMMUNE [16] on escalation and TMN interaction. A strategy consists of a
number of agreements on the course of action upon occurrence of a failure, involving protec
tion switching, timing, and escalation between the SDH and ATM layers. No management co
ordination is required during actual execution of the agreed recovery mechanisms (at the
network level) as long as the agreements are not violated. Network management notifications
will be sent only to enable monitoring of the recovery process. In case of a recovery failure,
normal network management functionality must be used to restore the service. However, a re
covery failure will also be indicated at service level as a service level breach, as a recovery
strategy is part of a service level agreement.

Table 5 Recovery Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Recovery Strategy Negotiation Create Recovery Strategy

Modify Recovery Strategy
Delete Recovery Strategy

Service Level Breach Information Service Level Corrupt Indication
Service Level Restored Indication

6.1.2 Service Fault Information

Table 6 Fault Information Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Service Availability Information Service Unavailable Indication

Service Available Indication
Service Availability Enquiry

Service Level Breach Information Service Level Corrupt Indication
Service Level Restored Indication

6.1.3 Customer Management
First, access to management services is in the form of X-reference points between the man
agement systems of the customer and the provider. Then, a customer management system
may register as a customer of managed network services. A customer management system
may modify its customer profile, and also deregister as a customer when it no longer sub
scribes to any managed network service.

6.1.4 User Management
A customer may add and remove users within the customer organisation and control their
access to (management) services, specified in their respective user profiles.

6.1.5 Access Provisioning
A manager may request access links, access points and access groups. Later, it may subscribe
to services that will be provided at the access points the manager specifies (a manager may
specify a service to be made available only at certain access points). A manager may request
the provisioning of a certain type of access link (STM-N) between the public SDH network
and a private ATM node: a manager may require a (backup) access link to be separated from
other access links; a manager may specify the sub-network the access link connects to. A
manager may request the provisioning of access points (VC-n); a manager may specify the
access link at which the access points will reside, if not, a link will be provisioned or selected
automatically. A manager may group access points in access groups for ease of reference: at
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trail set-up, the manager may request a trail between access groups or access group and ac
cess point (the network will select an appropriate access point from a group).

Table 7 Access Provisioning Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Access Link Provisioning Create Access Link

Delete Access Link
Access Point Provisioning Create Access Point

Delete Access Point
Access Group Provisioning Create Access Group

Delete Access Group
Add Access Points
Remove Access Points

6.1.6 Service Configuration
A manager will be notified in the event of service creation, modification or deletion; in par
ticular, a manager will be notified in the event of modification or deletion of a service it sub
scribes to. A manager may request information on the existence of services and obtain de
tailed information on a particular service. A manager may create, modify and delete user
defined services. A manager may subscribe and unsubscribe to services offered by the net
work or management systems. It may (re)negotiate on service parameters, specified in a
service level agreement (SLA). A manager will be provided with a default or service depend
ent initial partitioning of the network in sub-networks interconnected by links: a manager
will be notified of any subsequent configuration changes. For user defined services, a man
ager may request the addition or removal of sub-networks or links (Le. make a resource
(un)available for future service calls). A manager may request information on a sub-network,
such as geographic coverage, supported transmission speeds, level of protection, owner, and
tariff structure. A manager may request information on a link, such as supported transmis
sion speeds, cost of link connections, level of protection, link type (e.g. land, submarine, sat
ellite, radio, cable), transmission delay, reliability, and availability.

Table 8 Service Configuration Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Service Information Service Creation Indication

Service Modification Indication
Service Deletion Indication
Service Enquiry

Service Creation Create Service
Modify Service
Remove Service
Add Sub-network to Service
Remove Sub-network from Service
Add Link to Service
Remove Link from Service

Service Subscription Subscribe To Service
Negotiate Service Level Agreement
Unsubscribe To Service

Sub-network Information Sub-Network Creation Indication
Sub-Network Modification Indication
Sub-Network Deletion Indication
Sub-Network Enquiry
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Management Service Component Management Function
Link information Link Creation Indication

Link Modification Indication
Link Deletion Indication
Link Enquiry

6.1.7 Accounting Information
A manager will be notified of and may enquire for the tariffing applied on (management)
services, links, sub-networks, access entities, and subscriptions. A manager will periodically
be charged for actual usage made of (management) services. A manager will be notified of
and may enquire for this service usage.

6.1.8 Performance Management
A manager may request or will periodically be provided with performance information on
service parameters specified in a service level agreement. A manager (client) may configure
the performance measurement in the SDH (server) network to enable comparison of per
formance information in the SDH and ATM networks.

Table 9 Performance Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Service Statistics Information Service Statistics Indication

Service Statistics Enquiry
Performance Measurement Configuration Set Monitoring Window Size

6.1.9 Security Management
A manager has access to service integrity information: the network will indicate and a man
ager may check for any violation of service integrity (e.g. unauthorised usage of
(management) services). A manager may subscribe to security services.

6.2 Management Services available at the Network Manage
ment Reference Point
Table 10 lists the management services and service components to be made available at the
network management reference point, extracted from the requirements in the previous
chapter (between brackets the corresponding OSI functional area is indicated). The most in
teresting management service components will be broken down to management functions in
the following sub-sections. Support for these management functions will be included in the
object models in the next chapter. The management services and service components that
have been greyed out will not be elaborated further. Also, standard support functions, such
as log management and event forwarding discriminator functions, will be assumed to be
available as a constituent part of the management framework and will not be listed here. The
choice was made to concentrate on a few management services because of time constraints. It
is expected that the chosen management services will give an accurate idea of what is needed
to support SDH-based ATM managed network services.

Table 10 Network Management Services and Service Components

Management Service Management Service Component

Fault Management (F) Trail Error Information
Test Execution
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Management Service Management Service Component

Trail Provisioning (C) Trail Establishment
Trail Modification
Trail Suspension
Trail Resumption
Trail Release

Usage Information (A) 'frail Usa'?;<-? Inform.ation
Performance Information (P) Trail Statistics Information

Monitoring Synchronisation
Security Ivfanagement (5) Trail Inte5;l'ity IVlanagement

6.2.1 Fault Management
This management service supplies fault information on individual trails. A manager will be
notified of the occurrence of a fault situation (trail failure, access link failure, sub-network
failure, link failure) and in particular when a recovery mechanism fails. A manager may re
quest an investigation into a possible fault situation. A manager may initiate (trail level) tests
in the SDH network and will be notified of the results.

Table 11 Fault Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Trail Error Information Fault Notification

Fault Information Request
Progress Notification
Progress Request
Recovery Notification

6.2.2 Trail Provisioning
A manager will have the ability to request that a (scheduled) service trail be set-up (reserved
and subsequently activated) between access points or access groups, referring to a service
that has been subscribed to at the service level. A manager implicitly specifies a routing (the
service reference is used to determine the sub-networks and links that may be used for the
trail). Similarly, by implicit reference to the service level agreement associated with the serv
ice, a manager specifies that a trail is to be separate at some level from another configuration,
and specifies a particular QoS and/or particular method of protection. A manager will be
informed of and may enquire for the actual routing of a trail or scheduled interval. A man
ager may modify and cancel a trail's schedule. A manager may request the suspension, re
sumption, and release of an active trail or schedule.

Table 12 Trail Provisioning Management Service Components and Functions

Management Service Component Management Function
Trail Establishment Reserve VC-n Trail

Activate VC-n Trail
Schedule VC-n Trail

Trail Modification Reschedule VC-n Trail
Trail Suspension Suspend VC-n Trail
Trail Resumption Resume VC-n Trail
Trail Release Release VC-n Trail

Schedule VC-n Trail Release
Cancel VC-n Trail Reservation
Cancel VC-n Trail Schedule
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6.2.3 Usage Information
A manager will be supplied with real-time information on the usage made of individual trails,
such as: trail reservation, activation, duration of trails and backup provisions.

6.2.4 Performance Information
A manager will be supplied with (real-time) performance data, as specified in the service
level agreement, on individual trails (availability, ESR, SESR, BBER, etc.). The management
systems will be able to synchronise performance measurements to enable comparison of per
formance information in the SOH and ATM networks.

Table 13 Performance Information Management Service Components and Functions

ManaRement Service Component ManaRement Function
Trail Statistics Information Trail Statistics Indication

Trail Statistics Enquiry
MonitorinR Synchronisation Start Monitoring

6.2.5 Security Management
A manager will be supplied with and may enquire for (real-time) security information on in
dividual trails, concerning trail integrity. Examples of available functions are source/ desti
nation authentication (tracing, 'electronic signature'), information integrity checking, and
confidentiality functions (tapping detection, encryption).

6.3 Example Scenarios
When an ATM service provider has decided to use the interconnection services provided by a
particular SOH operator, their Management Networks will be interconnected at the two ref
erence points identified in the previous chapters. This section presents an example scenario of
information exchange over each of the two x reference points.

6.3.1 Example Scenario of Service Management
This sub-section lists pre-operational information, exchanged in sequence over the service
management reference point:

1. ATM enquires for a list of co-operating SOH operators (specifying a particular SOH
bearer service, which is optional).

2. ATM enquires for a list of supported bearer services (without specifying a particular
operator, which is optional).

3. ATM enquires for the area covered by a bearer service (specifying a set of operators
that are allowed to take part in the service delivery, which is optional).

4. ATM specifies a list of pairs, consisting of a pair of locations and the bearer service to
be provided between the pair, a set of allowed operators, and the minimum required
quality of service. SOH returns the 'minimal' set of sub-network and link capabilities
(combinations of a topological entity and a bearer service) that can support the re
quested bearer services between the locations, the minimum supported quality of
service, and the pairs of locations between which the bearer service asked for cannot
be provided with the required quality of service.

5. ATM asks for the provisioning of access points to a particular bearer service at a par
ticular location, optionally specifying a particular (type of) access link at which the
access point will be located, or the sub-network the access link connects to.
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6. ATM groups sub-network and link capabilities in a service, for the purpose of setting
up trails using the sub-network and link capabilities.

7. ATM subscribes to a service with a specified quality of service, and specifies the ac
cess points at which the service will be available. Another part of the service level
agreement is the recovery strategy that will be followed when a failure occurs during
SDH service delivery (i.e. an SDH trail). ATM specified the type and order of recov
ery actions to be undertaken by the SDH network, the duration recovery actions may
take, etc., in advance.

8. ATM groups access points into access groups.

9. ATM is notified that a QoS level can no longer be guaranteed.

6.3.2 Example Scenario of Network Management
This sub-section lists operational information, exchanged in sequence over the network man
agement reference point:

1. The subscriptions to the access points and groups, sub-network and link capabilities
at the service management reference point, made available at the network manage
ment reference point, corresponding access points, groups, sub-networks and links
with associated network information, respectively.

2. The grouping of subscriptions, tied to a particular quality of service, made available a
corresponding reference at the network management reference point, that can be used
when setting up trails with the specified quality of service, using the subscribed to
sub-networks/ links and access points/ groups.

3. An actual trail is requested over the network management reference point. ATM re
quests the set-up of a SDH trail, using the service reference, and specifying an access
point and an access group. SDH management selects an access point from the access
group that gives access to the referenced service and reserves the trail between both
access points.

4. Depending on the service contract, performance measurement and logging of per
formance and fault information are activated for the requested trail.

5. During operation, fault notifications are emitted occasionally when certain exception
criteria are met (following from the service level agreement). At regular intervals,
ATM is notified of the usage and performance of the trail.

6. The notifications issued to ATM can be screened, by managing the event forwarding
discriminator.

7. ATM inspects the logs. When a log is full, ATM is notified and ATM subsequently
reads and removes items from the log.

8. The trail is subsequently suspended, and resumed later.

9. Finally, the trail is released.
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7. Object Design
This chapter starts with generic object models derived from the management frame
work, requirements and specification, according to the Object Modelling Technique
(GMT) by James Rumbaugh et al. In the next section, TMN Managed Objects that
model the network and service reference points between the SDH and ATM Man
agement Networks are derived from these, according to the Guidelines for the Defi
nition ofManaged Objects (GDMO). Finally, the management systems are specified
along three ODMA viewpoints, the most important of which is the computational
model.

7.1 Introduction
In the final phase, object design, object models were designed using three different method
ologies. One of the objectives of the assignment was to make a comparison of the way the
TMN and ODMA paradigms can be applied to the assignment. Both paradigms use different
types of objects to model management systems. A complete generic model that supports the
management services defined in the previous chapter relates both the TMN and ODMA ob
ject models, which can be derived from the generic model. These have been defined -in part
in the next sections. The missing parts can be completed in the future when guidelines, tools,
and object libraries for the methodologies have stabilised.

For the generic model, the Object Modelling Technique (OMT) [18] was used, a design
method with a related description language. OMT is a general object oriented technique that
can be used to specify any system. It actually consists of three related viewpoints, the object
model, the dynamic model, and the functional model. In this report, only the first model
(object model) is used. An OMT object model captures the static information structure of a sys
tem by showing the information objects in the system, relationships between objects, and the
attributes and operations that characterise each class of objects. The OMT object models in
this report give a generic description of the information within the SDH management net
work that is needed to support the selected management services specified in the previous
chapter.

The second model contains TMN managed objects that are specified according to the Guide
lines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO), an object oriented technique specially
designed for the specification of management systems. The TMN managed objects are visible
at the interface between the SDH and ATM management networks, and describe the informa
tion made available to an external manager. The TMN managed objects provide a limited
view on the information in the generic model for the purpose of management by the external
manager. Libraries of standard managed objects, published by international standardisation
organisations, are available that can be used when designing management applications,
enabling interworking of management systems based on these libraries. The TMN interface
specification methodology [8], a methodology for describing functional and protocol specifi
cations for TMN interfaces, can be applied throughout the design process. However, the
standardised object libraries for the network and service level view are not sufficiently ma
ture or stable to be able to support all management services specified in the previous chapter.
This report will focus on the management services that can be supported by the existing li
braries, indicate deficiencies, and propose candidate objects for the libraries.

In the third model, the management systems are specified along three Open Distributed
Management Architecture (ODMA) viewpoints, the computational viewpoint being the most
important. In contrast to the TMN object models described in the previous section, some in
ternal details of the operation of the management network are given explicitly. Functionality
and responsibility for part of the information model are allocated to a number of interacting
(information exchanging) computational objects or processes within both the SDH and ATM
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management networks. ODMA does not impose a particular object oriented description lan
guage. No formal guidelines, design methodologies, tools, or libraries guiding the design
process are available yet. This implies that the ODMA methodology is not mature enough to
specify real applications. However, a first attempt will be made to apply the methodology, to
enable a comparison between the TMN and ODMA paradigms.

Figure 17 shows the relationships between the object models.

Interfaces with Managed
Objects
(fMN)

betweenMNs

Generic Information Mode
(OMT)

within TMN MN

-.interfaces'between'.
management networks

are present in both
models

Process Model
(ODMACM)
inbothMNs

Figure 17 Relationships between the Object Models

7.2 OMT Generic Object Design
The generic object models, described in this section, are derived from the management
framework, requirements and specification in the previous chapters. The generic object
models describe the management information that is processed within the SDH management
network. According to the management framework, it is divided into a service layer model
and a network layer model. The models are the target of the selected configuration, fault, and
performance management services defined in the previous chapter. In object-oriented design,
objects model 'real-world' entities that exist in an application and its environment, their at
tributes (properties) and their behaviour. In the service layer, candidate objects are 'services',
'subscriptions', and 'service level agreements'. In the network layer, candidate objects are for
example, 'trails', 'sub-networks', and 'performance monitors'. The relationships between the
service and network layer models is discussed in section 7.4.3. The models are subsequently
depicted in the next sub-sections, using the general Object Modelling Technique (OMT), the
notational technique of which is shown in appendix D. The example scenarios presented in
the previous chapter are used to illustrate the models. The mapping between management
services and objects classes can be found in appendix C.

In the OMT methodology three kinds of models are used to describe a system:

object model The object model, in which the objects in the system and their relationships
are described.

dynamic model The dynamic model, in which the interactions among the objects in the
system are described.

functional model The functional model, in which the data transformations within the
system are described.

In this section only the object models will be presented, thus the design is not a complete
OMT design. However, the object model provides the essential framework on which the dy
namic and functional models can be based to complete the OMT design. Furthermore, the
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object models provide sufficient information for the (eventual) successful completion of the
TMN and OOMA designs described in the next sections.

7.2.1 Service Layer Model
The service layer model describes the pre-operational information within the SOH manage
ment network. It is partitioned into three related parts, the resource view, the service view, and
the event information view that contain the service layer objects. The views are related by the
objects that appear in multiple views.

Resource View
The resource view describes the service layer configuration, Le. service resources (capabilities)
that model a service, such as the topological entities sub-network, link, and access entities,
and information pertaining to those resources, such as owner, geographical coverage and
supported bearer service. The objects visible in the resource view (see Figure 18) will be de
scribed in appendix B.
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connects, ,
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area operator

name,
owns
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Figure 18 Service Management Layer Resource View

Service View

The service view describes the available service entities and subscriptions to those services. A
service is composed of a number of service resources (link or sub-network capabilities), and
associated with a QoS capability. A client may subscribe to services. A subscription makes a
service available at a number of access points. A subscription is associated with a service level
agreement, defining the guaranteed QoS and recovery strategy in case of a failure. The per
formance of the service as perceived by a client is monitored against the service level agree
ment and made available for both internal and external use. The objects visible in the service
view (see Figure 19) will be described in appendix B.
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Figure 19 Service Management Layer Service View

Event Information View
The event information view describes the history information (logged events) of the entities in
the previous views (that describe the information at a fixed point in time), both for internal
and external use. A discriminator object describes of which event types a user wants to be
notified. The support objects visible in the resource view (see Figure 20) will be described in
appendix B.
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Figure 20 Service Management Layer Event Information View
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The example scenario presented in sub-section 6.3.1 is used to illustrate the service level
models.

1. The name attributes of all operator objects are made available. (ATM enquires for a list
of co-operating SDH operators (specifying a particular SDH bearer service, which is op
tional).)

2. The signalID attributes of all bearerService objects are made available. (ATM enquires
for a list of supported bearer services (without specifying a particular operator, which is op
tional).)

3. The union of all area objects (sets of locations) that are linked to subNetwork objects
that are in tum linked to a particular bearerService object is computed (optionally,
the subNetwork objects must also be linked to elements of a specified set of operator
objects). (ATM enquires for the area covered by a bearer service (specifying a set of operators
that are allowed to take part in the service delivery, which is optional).)

4. A combination of the queries specified above is performed on the service object
model. (ATM specifies a list ofpairs, consisting ofa pair oflocations and the bearer service to
be provided between the pair, a set ofallowed operators, and the minimum required quality of
service. SDH returns the 'minimal' set of sub-network and link capabilities (combinations ofa
topological entity and a bearer service) that can support the requested bearer services between
the locations, the minimum supported quality of service, and the pairs of locations between
which the bearer service asked for cannot be provided with the required quality ofservice.)

5. The creation of accessPoint and accessLink objects is requested, specifying available
bearerService, location and subNetwork objects the access objects must be linked to.
(ATM asks for the provisioning of access points to a particular bearer service at a particular
location, optionally specifying a particular (type oj) access link at which the access point will
be located, or the sub-network the access link connects to.)

6. A service object is created, and linked to coherent sets of linkCapability and subNet
workCapability objects and a QoS object indicating the deliverable Quality of Service
by the combination of capabilities. (ATM groups sub-network and link capabilities in a
service, for the purpose ofsetting up trails using the sub-network and link capabilities.)

7. A subscription object is created, linked to specified client, service, and a set of ac
cessPoint objects. A linked serviceLevelAgreemement object is created, together with
linked QoS and recoveryStrategy objects, specifying the guaranteed Quality of Serv
ice and details concerning recovery of service calls. (ATM subscribes to a service with a
specified quality of service, and specifies the access points at which the service will be avail
able. Another part of the service level agreement is the recovery strategy that will be followed
when a failure occurs during SDH service delivery (i.e. an SDH trail). ATM specified the
type and order of recovery actions to be undertaken by the SDH network, the duration recov
ery actions may take, etc., in advance.)

8. An accessGroup object is created, and linked to accessPoint objects. (ATM groups ac
cess points into access groups.)

9. The perfMonitor object, linked to a serviceLevelAgreement, monitors the perform
ance of the subscription and relates that to the contents (attributes) of the serv
iceLevelAgreement. When the attributes of the perfMonitor cross a specified thresh
old, this event will be communicated to the client. (ATM is notified that a QoS level can
no longer be guaranteed.)
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7.2.2 Network Layer Model
The network layer model describes the operational information within the SDH management
network. It is also partitioned into three related parts, the resource view, the trail view, and the
event information view, that contain the network layer objects. The views are related by objects
that are visible in multiple views.

Resource View
The resource view describes the network layer configuration, i.e. network resources that sup
port trails in the network management layer, such as sub-networks, links, and access entities
supporting different bearer capabilities. It further defines trail templates, describing which of
these resources are available for users for the purpose of setting up trails of a particular type,
and the assignment and configuration of trail associated management resources such as a
scheduler and performance monitor. The objects visible in the resource view (see Figure 21)
will be described in appendix B.
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Figure 21 Network Management Layer Resource View
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Trail View

The trail view describes the active trail entities. A trail is constrained by an associated trail
template, defining allowed properties of the trail. A trail relates two access points. A trail has
an associated schedule, defining the periods in time the trail is active, and the network re
sources reserved for each period. A trail has an associated performance monitor, monitoring
a number of parameters of the trail. Fault information is present in the operational state at
tribute of the trail object. The objects visible in the trail view (see Figure 22) will be described
in appendix B.
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Figure 22 Network Management Layer Trail View

Event Information View

The event information view describes the history information (logged events) of the entities in
the previous views, both for internal (SDH) and external (e.g. ATM) use. A discriminator ob
ject describes of which event types a user wants to be notified. The support objects visible in
the event information view (see Figure 23) will be described in appendix B.
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Figure 23 Network Management Layer Event Information View

Example Scenarios

The example scenario presented in sub-section 6.3.2 is used to illustrate the network level
models.

1. AccessPoint, accessGroup, subNetwork and link objects are created. The objects are
linked to bearerService objects, specifying signalTypes. From then onwards, their op
erational state can be read. (The subscriptions to the access points and groups, sub-network
and link capabilities at the service management reference point, made available at the network
management reference point, corresponding access points, groups, sub-networks and links
with associated network information, respectively.)

2. A linked ResourcesList and trailTemplate object pair is created, the former of which
is linked to the appropriate AccessPoint, subNetwork and link objects. Sched
uleTemplate and perfMonitorTemplate objects are created and linked to the
trailTemplate. The attributes of the 'template' objects are set to values that corre
spond to the service level agreement. All objects are linked to a single bearerService
object. (The grouping of subscriptions, tied to a particular quality of service, made available a
corresponding reference at the network management reference point, that can be used when
setting up trails with the specified quality of service, using the subscribed to sub-networks/
links and access points/groups.)

3. A trail object is created, linked to the referenced trailTemplate object. The trail object
is linked to two specified accessPoint objects (possibly selected from accessGroups,
depending on their availability). A linked schedule object is created, containing a
number of scheduleLine objects that specify the trail's active periods. Each sched
uleLine object is linked with link and subNetwork, reserving part of their spare ca
pacity for the active periods. AccessPoint objects are available for one active trail
only, thus scheduleLine periods linked with one accessPoint object may not overlap.
(An actual trail is requested over the network management reference point. ATM requests the
set-up ofa SDH trail, using the service reference, and specifying an access point and an access
group. SDH management selects an access point from the access group that gives access to the
referenced service and reserves the trail between both access points.)

4. A perfMonitor object may be created and linked to the trail object. Its attributes re
flect the error performance of the trail, that are available to the user and the internal
management systems. The windowStartTime attribute may be set for the purpose of
synchronising performance measurement in the server with that of the client layer.
Depending on the service contract, several eventLog objects may be created, that log
events of a certain type. (Depending on the service contract, performance measurement and
logging ofperformance and fault information are activated for the requested trail.)
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5. An object creation or deletion, or a change of an object's attribute value constitutes an
event. For example, the change of the operational status of a trail to a value indicating
an error, is an error event. The event will be noticed both by internal and external us
ers. The currentTirne object's time attribute crossing the value of the normOpNotifln
terval of the perfMonitorTemplate added to the lastNotificationTirne of the perf
Monitor object is also an event. In normal words, a periodical performance report is
due to be communicated. (During operation, fault notifications are emitted occasionally
when certain exception criteria are met (following from the service level agreement). At regu
lar intervals, ATM is notified of the usage and performance of the trail.)

6. The user's discriminator object's attributes can be set to prevent events occurring
within the system to be communicated to the external user. (The notifications issued to
ATM can be screened, by managing the event forwarding discriminator.)

7. An user's eventLog object gives access to logged event objects, that can be inspected.
Event objects can be removed from the log by deleting them. (ATM inspects the logs.
When a log is full, ATM is notified and ATM subsequently reads and removes items from the
log.)

8. Within active periods, associated with a scheduleLine, the trail object's operational
State attribute can be toggled by a user between suspended and active values. (The
trail is subsequently suspended, and resumed later.)

9. The trail, schedule, and scheduleLine objects are deleted, as are all links between the
deleted objects and others. (Finally, the trail is released.)

7.3 TMN Managed Object Design
Within TMN, information is modelled by managed objects that are tied to specific reference
points. Managed objects model the management functionality made available by a reference
point and model the management communication over the reference point. The management
information visible at the network and service management reference points, identified in the
management framework, are limited views on the objects models of the previous section. This
is depicted in Figure 24. Only information that is necessary to support the specified manage
ment services will be made visible to external managers.

The following sub-section describe the TMN managed object designs for the service and net
work management reference points, respectively.
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Figure 24 Limited Views on Object Models

7.3.1 Service Management
Standardisation of (generic) service management managed objects has not started yet in ETSI.
Work on this item is expected to commence shortly, as the work on the network level view is
already well underway. Service level managed objects can be derived from ETSI's 'Generic
Managed Object Class Library for the Service Level View' when it becomes available. It
would be premature to design application specific managed objects for the service manage
ment reference point now.

However, the generic service layer objects that were defined in the previous section can be
used to guide the definitions of managed objects for the library. Especially the way services,
subscriptions, and service components (capabilities) are handled can be used as interesting
input to the standardisation process. The SOH network provides a network service to its cli
ents, hence it cannot be surprising that SOH services are defined in terms of network entities,
such as access points, sub-networks and links. The objects at the service level are service ab
stractions from these network entities, and provide information on these entities that is
needed in the pre-operational phase, e.g. bearer service, coverage, and ownership of service
resources. The notion of service faults and performance in this report, in contrast to network
faults and performance can also be re-used during design of the service library. A number of
candidate managed objects and their relationships are shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26. As
no libraries are available yet, most objects are derived directly from top.

Within the European RACE project, a document [17] has been produced that also proposes
generic service level objects. This document specifies (non-GDMO) managed objects, some of
which are accessible from the business management level. It can also serve as input to the
standardisation process.
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Figure 25 Inheritance Tree of Service Management Managed Objects
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Figure 26 Naming Tree of Service Management Managed Objects

7.3.2 Network Management
ETS1 is currently standardising (generic and application specific) network management man
aged objects. However, the latest draft version of the 'Generic Managed Object Class Library
for the Network Level View' [13] only includes configuration management managed object
classes. Object classes from other OS1 functional areas are for further study, as are managed
objects that support scheduling. Network management managed objects that support the
specified management services are derived (inherited) from a suitable selection of the object
classes that were available, adding information from objects defined in the previous section.

Performance, and scheduler managed objects can be derived in a similar fashion from addi
tions to the 'Generic Managed Object Class Library for the Network Level View' when they
become available, also adding information from objects defined in the previous section. It
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would be premature to design application specific managed objects for those areas now,
however, two candidate objects are shown in Figure 27. Standard OSI Management support
objects (log, event forwarding discriminator) are assumed to be readily available and will not
be modelled here.

Inheritance Tree
First, a selection was made from the managed object classes available in the library that were
suitable for the application. Application specific managed objects, which are visible over the x
reference point, are inherited from the selection. The inheritance relation between the generic
object classes from the library and the application specific object classes is depicted in Figure
27. The names of the new managed objects, derived from the generic managed objects from
the library, are bold-faced.
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Figure 27 Inheritance Tree of Network Management Managed Objects

sdhNetworkTTPBidirectional This managed object class corresponds with an SDH ac
cess point. Managed objects of this class are created as a result of an action at the
service management level. However, the creation of such a managed object is also
communicated at the network level, indicating its existence and its identifier for fur
ther reference, e.g. for the purpose of setting up trails.

sdhAccessGroup The sdhAccessGroup managed object models an access group. Man
aged objects of this class are created as a result of an action at the service manage
ment level.

sdhTrail This object bundles operational information that is available on an individual
SDH trail. Managed objects of this class are created and deleted as a result of actions
at the network management level, i.e. operations on the sdhBasicLayerNetworkDo
main managed object.

sdhBasicLayerNetworkDomain The sdhBasicLayerNetworkDomain is responsible for
the immediate set-up of SDH trails of a particular type, hence it is related to the
trailTemplate and associated template objects in the previous section. It contains the
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network termination points, optionally grouped in access groups, that may terminate
that particular type of trail. Operations on this managed object are: trail set-up and
trail release. For management by an external (client) manager, the access group pro
visioning functions are moved from the network level to the service level. Managed
objects of this class are created as a result of actions at the service management level
(Le. service subscription).

sdhSubNetwork A subNetwork managed object is a constituent part of the basicLayer
NetworkDomain. It describes a sub-network for the purpose of setting up trails
within the basicLayerNetworkDomain for a particular customer. When physical re
sources, modelled by a sub-network, are scarce, they may no longer carry traffic for a
particular customer (the sub-network is temporarily unavailable), while for another
customer its sub-network, modelling the same resources, may still be available. Man
aged objects of this class are created and deleted as a result of actions at the service
management level.

sdhLink A link managed object is a constituent part of the basicLayerNetworkDomain,
analogous to a sub-network. Managed objects of this class are created and deleted as
a result of actions at the service management level.

sdhReservation An sdhReservation object reserves (part of) the capacity of the managed
object it is contained within, and possibly of other related objects in the naming tree.
For example, a reserved trail is represented by a pair of sdhTrail and contained
sdhReservation managed objects.

sdhPerfMonitor A sdhPerfMonitor managed objects represents the current performance
information of the sdhTrail object in which it is contained.

Naming Tree

Within TMN, there is a need to uniquely identifying managed objects. For this purpose, man
aged objects are named according to a naming scheme that guarantees uniqueness of the
identifiers. First, a management system (an agent in OSI management terminology) is given a
unique identifier, consisting of the globally registered name of the management organisation,
supplemented by a unique name registered within the organisation. The system name is the
root of the identifiers of all managed object within the system. Network termination points,
access groups, and basic layer network domains have unique identifiers within a system.
Links, sub-networks and trails have unique identifiers within a basic layer network domain.

Figure 28 Naming Tree of Network Management Managed Objects
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7.4 ODMA Design
In this report, the focus of the application of the ODMA principles will be on the enterprise,
information, and computational viewpoints. In the next sub-sections, these viewpoints will be
described, respectively.

7.4.1 Enterprise Viewpoint
The ODMA enterprise viewpoint describes the requirements and the objectives the environ
ment imposes on the system to be designed in an informal way. Thus, the enterprise model of
the assignment can be found in the chapters 4 and 5 of this report, describing the
Management Framework and Requirements, respectively.

7.4.2 Information Viewpoint
The ODMA information viewpoint describes the information, relevant to the management
application, that is processed and exchanged within the distributed system using an object
oriented notational technique, e.g. OMT. Thus, the information model of the assignment can
be found in section 7.1 of this report: it contains object models describing the management
information that is processed within the network and service layers of the SDH management
network.

7.4.3 Computational Viewpoint
The ODMA computational viewpoint describes computational objects ('processes') within a
distributed application and their interactions. Functionality and responsibility for part of the
information model are allocated to a number of interacting (information exchanging) compu
tational objects or processes. In contrast to the TMN object models (management systems re
main 'black boxes' within TMN) described in the previous section, some internal details of
the operation of the management networks are given explicitly.

The computational objects defined in this report are located in the different layers of the SDH
and ATM Management Networks, as shown in Figure 29.
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In the following lists, the italic objects refer tol information objects defined in the informa
tion viewpoint, i.e. the generic object model defined in section 7.1. The underlined texts refer
to management services over the x reference points, defined in the previous chapter. Un
qualified objects are computational objects.
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Figure 29 Computational Model of an SDH Management Network

SOH Service Level

At the SDH service level, the following computational objects are discerned:

access provisioning The access provisioning computational object takes care of the ac
cess provisioning management service defined in the previous chapter. A client can
request access points and links and manage access groups using services made avail
able over the external managed operational interface. It manages in turn the net
work configuration computational object in the network layer via its managing op
erational interface that performs the actual update of the network configuration. It
makes sure that the requested access entity is dehvered.

service configuration The service configuration computational object takes care of the
service definition process. Guidelines are set from business management. Service
configuration defines service components (links and sub-networks), associates these
with network configuration entities and manages these associations. It further pack-

1 refer to means: names are not exact
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ages service components to form services (associated with a deliverable Quality of Serv
ice) that can be subscribed to. This packaging can also be performed by a customer.

service subscription The service subscription computational object manages service sub
scriptions by a client. The services that can be subscribed to are obtained from the
service configuration process. Services can be made available at access points, ob
tained from the access provisioning object. A service subscription is associated with a
service level agreement, that is managed by the SLA handling & monitoring object.

SLA handling & monitoring The SLA handling & monitoring computational object takes
care of the allocation of resources in the service and network management layers to
enable SLAs to be kept. In case of an SLA breach, a client will be notified of the event,
and a client may enquire for SLA related information. The performance of the net
work layer trail provisioning & maintenance objects and trails are monitored and
compared to the specifications of SLAs, and the client is informed of the results.

SOH Network Level

At the SOH network level, the following computational objects are discerned:

trail provisioning & maintenance The trail provisioning & maintenance computational
object takes care of requests for trails by a client. The object knows which resources
(links, sub-networks) are available for the purpose of setting up a particular trail for a
client. Monitoring of active trails is initiated. The client is shielded from internal net
work details.

trail monitoring The trail monitoring computational object takes care of the monitoring
of active trails. The SLA handling & monitoring object and the clients are kept in
formed of the performance of trails.

resource allocation The resource allocation computational object takes care of the inter
nal details of network management. It routes trails and reserves resources, using the
network configuration information and a list of allowed resources provided by the trail
provisioning object. Depending on the network configuration, it reserves and activates
resources, either in the local domain via the local domain management object, or in
other domains using management services provided by a partner SOH network.

network configuration The network configuration is continually updated by the local do
main management and management systems in partner SOH networks. It provides
configuration information to the resource allocation and service configuration objects. It
takes care of the actual access provisioning, either installing resources that are man
aged locally, or transparently forwarding the provisioning request to a partner SOH
network.

local domain management Local domain management manages resources that are under
direct control of the operator that is providing SOH trails to customers. It manages its
own SOH network element management systems.

ATM Network Level

It is the responsibility of ATM network management to sensibly use the management services
offered by SOH service and network management. ATM service management objects com
municate with ATM network level computational objects, they require no knowledge of the
fact that SOH services are used to interconnect ATM nodes. At the ATM network level, the
following computational objects are discerned:

planning & provisioning The planning and provisioning computational object commu
nicates with all SOH service management computational objects. It is responsible for
the pre-operational management of SOH connectivity. It also communicates with the
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ATM network operation computational object for the purpose of co-ordinating man
agement activities (e.g. exchanging service references).

network operation The network operation computational object communicates with the
SDH trail provisioning and maintenance and trail monitoring network management
computational objects. It is responsible for the operational management of SDH con
nectivity. It also communicates with the ATM planning and provisioning computa
tional object, e.g. providing performance information for the planning process, or usage
information for the billing verification process.

7.4.4 Conclusion
The ODMA enterprise and information viewpoints describe information that is also specified
when the TMN interface specification methodology is applied.

In the ODMA computational viewpoint, it is possible to specify both managing and managed
interfaces. Within TMN, only the managed interface is specified in the form of managed ob
jects. So within ODMA, it is also possible to specify what is expected from the management
side (e.g. ATM managing SDH services).

Within the ODMA computational viewpoint, a formal mechanism is available for describing
relationships between managed operational interfaces of a single computational object. In
TMN, no such formal mechanism is available relating different managed objects. Part of the
description of a managed object is the informal behaviour description.
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Introduction
In case of SDH-based ATM networks, the management organisations of SDH and ATM will
have to co-operate and communicate to provide ATM services to customers. The considera
tions mentioned above, have lead to the following assignment description:

The assignment consisted of identifying and describing the management relations
and exchanges between co-operating management systems of SOH and ATM net
works. This has been done for management systems based on TMN concepts and for
management systems based on OOMA concepts. A number of scenarios have been
defined, describing different implementations of SOH-based ATM networks. The in
fluence of the different scenarios on the management relations and exchanges have
also been investigated.

The following sections contain a number of experiences, conclusions, and recommendations.

8.2 Design Decisions
This report proposes to have separate management organisations for the SDH and ATM net
works, whether they are part of a single company, or not. The reason for this separation is
flexibility: the SDH operator can service multiple customers, ATM can be serviced by multi
ple SDH operators, and an SDH operator is offered a smooth migration path between the dif
ferent scenarios. The (management) framework, in which an SDH network operator offers
managed network services to service providers, is shown to be feasible and beneficial for
both.

This report further proposes to interconnect the management systems of SDH and ATM at
the service and network management reference points. Pre-operational management services
were assigned to the service management reference point, operational management services
were assigned to the network management reference point. This choice turned out to be fea
sible in practice, and may contribute to the ongoing discussion about the boundaries between
service and network management. What is regarded as pre-operational and operational man
agement may vary from service to service, and is also a matter of policy. For example, routing
may sometimes be a part of operational management (on demand routing), and sometimes of
pre-operational management (pre-computed or reserved routes). Special attention must be
paid to keeping the management functionality of both reference points consistent.

This report also proposes to give clients a more detailed insight in the operation of the SDH
network than is usual at present. The client and server networks are in a very close network
operator-service provider relation, and a service provider may very well be in a position to
demand detailed insight in the network operator's operation. This information is attached to
service components, being link and sub-network capabilities. It is shown that these can be
used quite naturally to model the client's view of the SDH network services. The objective
was to find a balance between the client's wish for greater control of the services it subscribes
to, and the operator's wish to provide its services efficiently. This balance has been found in
this report.

Finally, the SDH management services and object models have been defined in such a general
way that they are easily reusable in non-ATM management relations that have similar re
quirements, such as broad-band video, broad-band interconnect services, etc. As a conse
quence, the generic (OMT) object models designed in the previous chapter may serve as input
for the standardisation activities of generic network and service management managed object
libraries within ETSI and lTV.
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8.3 Scenarios
In this report, three scenarios are introduced according to which SDH-based ATM can be
implemented in public networks (chapter 1):

1. ATM nodes are interconnected by separate SDH link connections, dedicated to one
ATM service provider;

2. ATM nodes are interconnected by SOH connections provided by an SDH network
(SDH connections are routed through SOH nodes), that provides SOH services to one
ATM service provider;

3. ATM nodes are interconnected by SDH connections provided by an SDH network,
that provides SDH services to a variety of customers.

The management framework, management functionality, and object design in this report
support all three scenarios. The choice for a particular scenario thus depends on a number of
other issues. Is SDH going to be offered as a separate service to a number of (internal or ex
ternal) customers, or will ATM be the base transport service for a network operator? Is the
full SDH capability going to be exploited, or will only limited use be made of SDH function
ality?

In the first scenario, only very limited use will be made of SDH functionality, i.e. only of the
SDH physical layer. In this case, cell-based ATM transmission would probably be a more ap
propriate solution. Although it is possible to have a separate SDH management organisation
in this scenario, as proposed in this report, it would probably be better to integrate the SOH
and ATM management organisations in one management network when SDH and ATM
equipment are owned by the same company. However, this would make it more difficult to
reverse the decision not to offer SDH services to multiple clients.

The second scenario fully exploits the SDH (networking) management and recoverability ca
pabilities. SDH services are used to support ATM services, which in turn support all other
services offered by the network operator. The way management services have been defined
in this report allow a smooth migration towards the third scenario, in which SDH services are
offered to a variety of customers. However, additional management services may be defined
to optimise the co-operation between the SDH and ATM networks. For example, the ATM
network may have more direct control of SDH routing at the network level, in stead of only at
the service level. Security and accounting may be of less importance, because there is only a
single (internal) customer.

Scenario 3 is the most powerful scenario because of its flexibility. SOH is very suitable to
serve in the backbone network of a variety of network services, such as ATM, digital leased
lines, and trunk lines between narrowband switches (e.g. voice, fax, mobile services). Consid
ering that competition is gradually being introduced in all areas of telecommunications, giv
ing rise to a number of service providers operating in the same geographical areas, SDH in
terconnection services may prove an attractive business opportunity. For example, a mobile
operator might consider the interconnection of its base stations or switching centres not to be
part of its core business, and might very well consider to outsource this interconnection. SDH
is able to reliably offer the needed capacity.

The management framework and management functionality proposed in this report are best
suited for the third scenario.

8.4 Comparison of the TMN and OOMA Paradigms
When comparing the TMN and OOMA paradigms, the first thing that comes to mind is the
difference in maturity. Part of the TMN paradigm are the Guidelines for the Definition of
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Managed Objects (GOMO), however, the General Relationship Model (GRM) cannot yet be
regarded as 'proven technology'. Libraries of standard managed objects, published by inter
national standardisation organisations, are more and more becoming available. A methodol
ogy, the TMN interface specification methodology for describing functional and protocol
specifications for TMN interfaces, can be applied throughout the design process. Tools, such
as GOMO syntax checkers and compilers are also becoming available. OOMA on the other
hand, does not specify a particular object oriented description language. No formal guide
lines, design methodologies, tools, or libraries guiding the design process are available yet.

However, as OOMA matures, it will probably extend, if not replace, TMN in the future.
Based on OOP, that will be used to define all sorts of distributed systems, it is more flexible
from a distribution point of view. Within the distributed environment, OOMA objects may
reside in any system that is free to execute them, whereas TMN managed objects and agents
are located at a fixed location. It further provides mechanisms to also specify the managing
parts of an application and unambiguously relate managed parts, which TMN cannot: the
informal TMN behaviour description will be replaced by formal descriptions in the computa
tional viewpoint. The TMN logical layered architecture will be retained within OOMA.

8.5 Recommendations for Further Study
In order to be able to implement the management services specified in this report, a number
of actions have to be taken.

For TMN, ETSI's 'Generic Managed Object Class Library for the Network Level View' must
be extended to support scheduling and network fault and performance management services.
The generic network level (OMT) objects defined in this report might be used as input to the
standardisation process. As a next step, application specific managed objects can be derived
(inherited) from these.

Further, a 'Generic Managed Object Class Library for the Service Level View' must be devel
oped. The generic service level (OMT) objects defined in this report might be used as input to
the standardisation process, as might RACE contribution [17]. As a next step, application
specific managed objects can be derived from these.

The management functionality defined in this report can be extended with accounting and
security management services. Management requirements of these functional areas can be
found in this report. For accounting management, accounting principles for the usage of SOH
interconnection services and management services will have to be defined, first.

Before the OOMA principles can be applied to the management services defined in this re
port, OOMA will have to mature. The architecture has to be extended with formal guidelines,
design methodologies, tools, and libraries aiding the design process.

8.6 Final Considerations
The initially vague, and rather conceptual assignment described in this report, started with
the determination of an approach. The approach intended to apply and compare the latest
developments in Telecommunications Management, and keep the results applicable to a
number of scenarios and client-server combinations. An analysis was made of relevant sub
jects concerned with SOH, ATM, and Telecommunications Management, and choices were
made. The assignment resulted in a number of innovating ideas, such as the definition of a
management framework, the notion of managed network services, and the separation and
definition of network and service management services enabling enhanced customer control.
The object models serve as a first step in the direction of an actual implementation of those
ideas. The approach and the results of the assignment can be regarded as comprehensive and
complete, and its objectives have been met.
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A. Covering Requirements by Management
Services

This appendix contains tables that show the coverage of the functional management
requirements of chapter 5 by service and network management services or compo
nents of chapter 6. Components are denoted by the qualification (Component) or
(Comp.). Italic comments indicate the coverage by another design construct or stan
dard management services such as logging. The tables must also be read in the re
verse direction, meaning that a management service (component) has to satisfy a
particular requirement.

Table 14 Fault Management Requirements Coverage

Requirement Covering Management Service(s)
1.1 framework
1.2 event forwardinf( discrimination
1.3 manaf(ement function parameters
1.4 Test Execution (Component)
1.5 Trail Provisioning
1.6 Recovery Management
1.7 Trail Error Information (Comp.)
1.8 lo~~in~

1.9 function parameters, Monitoring Synchronisation (Component)

Table 15 Configuration Management Requirements Coverage

Requirement Covering Management Service(s)
2.1 Trail Provisioning
2.2 Service Configuration
2.3 Negotiate Service Level Agreement (Component)
2.4 Add/Remove Sub-network/Link (Components)
2.5 Sub-network/Link Information (Components)
2.6 namin~

2.7 Service Configuration, Trail Provisioning

Table 16 Accounting Management Requirements Coverage

Requirement Covering Management Service(s)
3.1 Service/Trail Usage Information, Billing (Components)
3.2 Service Usage Information, Billing (Components)
3.3 Tariff Information, Billing (Components)

Table 17 Performance Management Requirements Coverage

Requirement Covering Management Service(s)
4.1 Performance Management/ Information
4.2 manaf(ement function parameters, Monitoring Synchronisation (Component)
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Table 18 Security Management Requirements Coverage

Re uirement
5.1
5.2
5.3

onents)
onents)
onents)
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B. Generic Object Design
The generic object models, described in this appendix, are derived from the manage
ment framework, requirements and specification. The generic object models describe
the management information that is processed within the SDH management net
work. According to the management framework, it is divided into a network layer
model and a service layer model. The models are the target of the chosen configura
tion, fault, and performance management services, defined in chapter 6. The models
depicted in chapter 7 are subsequently described in the next sections.

B.1. Service Layer Model
The service layer model describes the pre-operational information within the SDH manage
ment network. It is partitioned into three related parts, the resource view, the service view, and
the event information view that contain the service layer objects. The views are related by the
objects that are visible in multiple views.

8.1.1. Resource View
The resource view describes the service layer configuration, Le. service resources (capabilities)
that model a service, such as the topological entities sub-network, link, and access entities,
and information pertaining to those resources, such as owner, geographical coverage and
supported bearer service. The objects visible in the resource view will be described in the
following list.

subNetwork The subNetwork object describes a capability for connectivity between two
links. It is provided to a customer as a topological entity modelling a service compo
nent. At the service level, no dynamic (operational) information about the sub
network is available, only static information such as its owning operator, the area
covered and the bearer services it is able to support in principle.

link The link object describes connectivity between two sub-networks. At the service
level, a link is also a topological entity modelling a service component.

bearerService The bearerService object describes the capability of an SDH accessPoint, ac
cessLink, link, or subNetwork to support a particular bearer service and can take the
value of any type of SDH path level characteristic information (VC-n).

subNetworkCapability A subNetworkCapability object is a pair consisting of a subNet
work and a bearerService object, and is used as a separate entity to model part of a
service. A set of capabilities (link or sub-network) with the same bearerService com
ponent can together form a service. When a subNetworkCapability is temporarily out
of service, it will be known at the service level, enabling a customer to be informed.

linkCapability A linkCapability object is a pair consisting of a link and a bearerService
object, and is used as a separate entity to model part of a service. A set of capabilities
with the same bearerService component can together form a service. When a linkCa
pability is temporarily out of service, it will be known at the service level, enabling a
customer to be informed.

accessPoint The accessPoint object describes an access point to a service at the customer's
premises.

accessGroup The accessGroup object groups a number of co-located access points of a
single customer that support a single bearer service.

accessLink The accessLink object describes the connectivity between a sub-network and
customer premises. An access link is terminated by a number of access points.
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location The location object describes the location of an access point in some system of
co-ordinates.

area An area is a set of locations.

operator An operator is a business entity responsible for managing an server link or a
sub-network.

8.1.2. Service View
The service view describes the available service entities and subscriptions to those services. A
service is composed of a number of service resources (link or sub-network capabilities), and
associated with a QoS capability. A client may subscribe to services. A subscription makes a
service available at a number of access points. A subscription is associated with a service level
agreement, defining the guaranteed QoS and recovery strategy in case of a failure. The per
formance of the service as perceived by a client is monitored against the service level agree
ment and made available for both internal and external use. The objects visible in the service
view will be described in the following list.

subNetworkCapability A subNetworkCapability object is an entity which models part of
a service, it is a service component.

linkCapability A link Capability object is also a service component.

accessPoint The accessPoint object describes an access point to a service at the customer's
premises.

service A service is a coherent set of service components, associated with a deliverable
QoS. QoS information is only made available on services, and is derived from
'partial' QoS information (unrnodelled) of the service components (capabilities) that
together form the service.

client A client is a business entity responsible for managing SOH services for its own
purposes.

subscription A subscription makes a service available for a client at a number of access
points. A subscription is further associated with a service level agreement.

QoS The QoS service objects specifies a number of Quality of Service parameters (see
sub-section 3.4.3).

serviceLevelAgreement A service level agreement specifies the expected Quality of
Service and a recovery strategy.

recoveryStrategy A recovery strategy specifies which possible sequences of action are
undertaken by whom (the server or the client layer management) during recovery
actions, and under which circumstances such actions will be initiated.

perfMonitor A performance monitor monitors the performance of a service subscription
against the service level agreement.

8.1.3. Event Information View
The event information view describes the history information (logged events) of the entities in
the previous views (that describe the information at a fixed point in time), both for internal
and external use. A discriminator object describes of which event types a user wants to be
notified. The support objects visible in the resource view will be described in the following
list.

client A client is a business entity responsible for managing SOH services for its own
purposes.
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user A user is an entity in a client's management organisation, responsible for managing
subscriptions to SDH services. For this purpose, a user is associated with a discrimi
nator object.

discriminator A discriminator object specifies of which events a user wants to be notified
in real-time, specifying event types, and object classes and even individual objects
that are affected by an event.

subscription A subscription is associated with a number of event logs (e.g. a fault, a per
formance and a communications log), which logs events that are associated with the
subscription. The logs are accessible to all users within a client's management organi
sation.

eventLog A user will control and have access to a number of databases that log events. A
user may create and remove logs, and managing the logged information by specify
ing logging criteria for each log.

event An event is something that causes a change in the information model. It has a type
(e.g. change of an attribute value), a time-stamp and is associated with a particular
object.

B.2. Network Layer Model
The network layer model describes the operational information within the SDH management
network. It is also partitioned into three related parts, the resource view, the trail view, and the
event information view, that contain the network layer objects. The views are related by objects
that are visible in multiple views.

8.2.1. Resource View
The resource view describes the network layer configuration, i.e. network resources that sup
port trails in the network management layer, such as sub-networks, links, and access entities
supporting different bearer capabilities. It further defines trail templates, describing which of
these resources are available for users for the purpose of setting up trails of a particular type,
and the assignment and configuration of trail associated management resources such as a
scheduler and performance monitor. The objects visible in the resource view will be described
in the following list.

trailTemplate The trailTemplate object is a reference object, linking SDH service and
network management. The trailTemplate is the network level equivalent of a service
level subscription. The subscription object has an attribute referencing the correspond
ing trailTemplate object. When setting up a trail, a user explicitly refers to a
trailTemplate object, thereby implicitly referring to one of its own subscriptions. It
specifies parameters of the recovery mechanism, and if fault information will be
logged. It is associated with a number of objects specifying additional network level
details of a trail.

bearerService The bearerService object describes the capability of an SDH trailTemplate,
accessPoint, accessLink, link, or subNetwork to support a particular bearer service and
can take the value of any type of SDH path level characteristic information (VC-n).

scheduleTemplate The scheduleTemplate object describes the type of schedules that are
allowed for a trail associated with a trailTemplate (e.g. daily and weekly schedule).

perfMonitorTemplate The perfMonitorTemplate object defines parameters related to
performance measurement. It defines if a performance monitor may be associated
with an active trail, and which performance levels constitute an error. It further de
fines the performance measurement window to enable comparison of client and
server performance information (compatibility). Finally, it defines the interval be-
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tween performance information indications for the normal and abnormal trail opera
tionmode.

resourcesList The resourcesList object specifies the network resources that may be used
for routing a trail.

accessPoint The accessPoint object describes an access point to services at the customer's
premises and its operational state. A trail is established between two access points.

accessGroup The accessGroup object groups a number of co-located access points of a
single customer that support a single bearer service.

accessLink The accessLink object describes a number of link connections between a sub
network and the customer's premises that may support a trail, and its operational
state. An access link is terminated by a number of access points.

subNetwork The subNetwork object describes a capability for sub-network connections
between links that may support a trail, and its operational state.

link The link object describes a number of link connections between sub-networks that
may support a trail, and its operational state. The operational state of a link may be
defined in terms of the number of link connections that are operating normally.

user A user is an entity in a customer's management organisation, responsible for manag
ing SDH trails for its own purposes. A user is associated with a number of trailTem
plate objects it must refer to when setting up trails.

8.2.2. Trail View
The trail view describes the active trail entities. A trail is constrained by an associated trail
template, defining allowed properties of the trail. A trail relates two access points. A trail has
an associated schedule, defining the periods in time the trail is active, and the network re
sources reserved for each period. A trail has an associated performance monitor, monitoring
a number of parameters of the trail. Fault information is present in the operational state at
tribute of the trail object. The objects visible in the trail view will be described in the following
list.

trailTemplate The trailTemplate object is a reference object, linking SDH service and
network management.

accessPoint The accessPoint object describes an access point to a service at the customer's
premises.

accessGroup The accessGroup object groups a number of co-located access points of a
single customer that support a single bearer service.

trail A trail supports the transfer of characteristic information between two access points
of a network layer. A trail is further associated with a trailTemplate, a schedule, and
a performance monitor.

schedule A schedule groups intervals of activity of a particular trail. A schedule has a
type, and a start time and stop time, specifying the creation and deletion time of the
schedule and the associated trail.

scheduleLine A scheduleLine is an interval of activity of a particular trail, absolutely or
relatively specifying the activation and deactivation times of a trail. It is associated
with a number of network resources that are reserved for supporting the trail during
the specified interval.

perfMonitor A performance monitor may be associated with an active trail, containing
information on the trail's error performance during a period of time specified in the
perfMonitorTemplate (measurementWindow). The performance monitors in the cli
ent and the server layer can be synchronised by setting the windowStartTime attrib
ute. Periodically, the performance information will be indicated (when currentTime>
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lastNotificationTime+ Notiflnterval) and lastNotificationTime will be updated. It
further specifies if perfonnance infonnation will be logged.

subNetwork The subNetwork object describes a resource that is reserved during the in
tervals specified by a scheduleLine.

link The link object describes a resource that is reserved during the intervals specified by
a scheduleLine.

currentTime The currentTime object class has a single instance in the network layer, indi
cating the current time.

8.2.3. Event Information View
The event infonnation view describes the history information (logged events) of the entities in
the previous views, both for internal (SDH) and external (e.g. ATM) use. A discriminator ob
ject describes of which event types a user wants to be notified. The support objects visible in
the event infonnation view will be described in the following list.

user A user is an entity in a customer's management organisation, responsible for manag
ing SDH trails. For this purpose, a user is associated with a discriminator object and a
number of event logs (e.g. a fault, a perfonnance and a communications log).

discriminator A discriminator object specifies of which events a user wants to be notified
in real-time, specifying event types, and object classes and even individual objects
that are affected by an event.

eventLog A user will control and have access to a number of databases that log events. A
user may create and remove logs, and managing the logged infonnation by specify
ing logging criteria for each log.

event An event is something that causes a change in the infonnation model. It has a type
(e.g. change of an attribute value), a time-stamp and is associated with a particular
object.
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C. Mapping Management Functions on Classes
This appendix contains tables that show the coverage of the management functions of
chapter 6 by operations on the generic GMT objects of chapter 7. Attribute and Link
refer to a non-specified attribute and link ofa particular object, respectively.

C.1. Service Management Services
The following tables relate service management functions within service management service
components to operations on generic OMT service objects.

Table 19 Recovery Management

Management Function Operation
Create Recovery Strategy recoveryStrategy.create
Modify Recovery Strategy recoveryStrategy.Attribute.set
Delete Recovery Strategy recoveryStrategy.delete
Service Level Corrupt Indication serviceLevelAgreement.Attribute.valueChan!(elndication
Service Level Restored Indication serviceLevelAgreement.Attribute.valueChan~elndication

Table 20 Service Fault Information

Management Function Operation
Service Unavailable Indication perfMonitor.availability.valueChan!(elndication
Service Available Indication perfMonitor.availability.valueChan~elndication
Service Availability Enquiry perfMonitor.availability.!(et
Service Level Corrupt Indication serviceLevelAgreement.Attribute.valueChan~elndication

Service Level Restored Indication serviceLevelAgreement.Attribute.valueChan!(elndication

Table 21 Access Provisioning

Management Function Operation
Create Access Link accessLink.create
Delete Access Link accessLink.delete
Create Access Point accessPoint.create
Delete Access Point accessPoint.delete
Create Access Group accessGroup.create
Delete Access Group accessGroup.delete
Add Access Points accessGroup.~oups connect
Remove Access Points accessGroup.!(roups disconnect
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Table 22 Service Configuration

Mana~ementFunction Operation
Service Creation Indication service.creationlndication
Service Modification Indication service.Attribute.valueChan~elndication
Service Deletion Indication service.deletionlndication
Service Enquiry service.Attribute.!(et
Create Service service.create
Modify Service service.Attribute.set
Remove Service service.delete
Add Sub-network to Service service.subNetworkCapabilit1/. connect
Remove Sub-network from Service service.subNetworkCapability. disconnect
Add Link to Service service.linkCapabilitv. connect
Remove Link from Service service.linkCapability. disconnect
Subscribe To Service subscription.create
Negotiate Service Level Agreement serviceLevelAgreement.Qos.Attribute.set
Unsubscribe To Service subscription.delete
Sub-Network Creation Indication subNetworkcreationlndication
Sub-Network Modification Indication subNetworkAttribute.valueChangelndication,

subNetworkLink (dis)connectIndication
Sub-Network Deletion Indication subNetworkdeletionlndication
Sub-Network Enquiry subNetworkAttribute.~et,subNetworkLink.!(et
Link Creation Indication linkcreationlndication
Link Modification Indication linkAttribute.valueChangelndication,

link. Link (dis)connectIndication
Link Deletion Indication link.deletionlndication
Link Enquiry linkAttribute.~et,linkLink~et

Table 23 Performance Management

Management Function Operation
Service Statistics Indication perfMonitor.Attribute.valueChan!(eIndication
Service Statistics Enquiry perfMonitor.Attribute.~et

C.2. Network Management Services
The following tables relate network management functions within network management
service components to operations on generic OMT network objects.

Table 24 Fault Management

Management Function Operation
Fault Notification trail.operationaIState.valueChan~elndication

Fault Information Request trail.operationaIState.!(et
Pro~ress Notification trail.operationaIState.valuelndication
Progress Request trail.operationaIState.~et

Recovery Notification trail.operationalState.valueChan!(elndication
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Table 25 Trail Provisioning

Management Function Operation
Reserve VC-n Trail trail.create
Activate VC-n Trail trail.operationaIState.set
Schedule VC-n Trail scheduleLine.create
Reschedule VC-n Trail scheduleLine.create, scheduleLine.delete,

scheduleLine.Attribute.set
Suspend VC-n Trail trail.operationaIState.set
Resume VC-n Trail trail.operationaIState.set
Release VC-n Trail trail.delete
Schedule VC-n Trail Release scheduleLine.stopTime.set
Cancel VC-n Trail Reservation trail.delete
Cancel VC-n Trail Schedule scheduleLine.delete

Table 26 Performance Information

Management Function Operation
Trail Statistics Indication perfMonitor.Attribute.valuelndication
Trail Statistics Enquiry perfMonitor.Attribute.~et

Start Monitoring perfMonitor.windowStartTime.set
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D. OMT Object Model Notation

ClorAssocla IOn as ass
Class-1 Class-2

\../

Association Class

Association

If--CI._SS-1-t-1 ICI.Ss4 1

Exactly 1 1

I CI.ss-' 1_-tI_Class-~

Many (zero or more) ~ IICIass-1 I 1CIa..'

Optional (zero or one) ~ 1ICIa..' I 1CI.....

Numerically specified 1

I_Cla_ss--;,1----1+-1CIa..'

Attribute 1

Class

Operation 1

Assembly Class

?
aggregation 1

Part-1-Class Part-2-Class

Figure 30 OMT Object Model Notation

Object Class: A description of a group of objects with similar properties, common behav
iour, common relationships to other objects, and common semantics.

Attribute: A named property of a class describing a data value held by each object of
the class

Operation: A function or a transformation that may be applied to or by objects in a
class.

Association: A relationship between classes describing a group of links between in
stances of those classes with common structure and common semantics. The multi
plicity of an association specifies the number of instances that may relate to a single
instance of a class.

Association as Class: Sometimes it is useful to model an association as a class. Each link
becomes an instance of the class, and may have attributes as well as operations.

Aggregation: Aggregation is a special form of association, between a whole and its parts,
in which the whole is composed of its parts.
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